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. SECTION 1 PIE CHARTS

An opinion poll was taken ti)-'find out if the' President did his

job well. Atone time 65 percent said "yes" and 35 percent said

'no." A year later another poll was taken. ThisAime the answer's
,4.

Were 80 percent "yes" and 20 1ercent "no.",

The two pie charts irci Figure 1 have the same information as

the sentences in the above paragraph. Yet most people say the pie

. chart says it in a more convincing way.

IS THE PRESIDENT DO!NG A GOOD JOB ?

Aro FIRST YEAR POLL. SECOND YEAR POLL

HoW are pie charts m6cle? How are the angles corresponding

to the percentages calculated? The whole cirdle, consisting of 360°
corresponds to 100%. The angle corresponding to any given percent-

5

7
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age 'is that same percentage of 360°. Fdr example, the angle cor-,
responding to 3041 is 30% of 360°. As-you haVe seen before, the

word "of' calls for multiplication. Thus

angle in pie chart = Rercentage x 360°

Draw apie chart that has angles corresponding to 25%, 15%,
and 60%.

Ths pie charts in Figure 2 indicate the percentages of house-
holds in the United States with 0, 1, or 2 or more television
sets. No numbers fbr the ikercentages are given.

Figure 2

PERCENTAGES OF . HOUSEHOLDS WITH TELEVISION- SETS

19 55 1960

,2 OR
MORE
SETS

1970

n 1

0

(a) 'Estimate the percentages of households with 1 television
Set dur4ng each of the four yeau shown: '

4

6

I
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41.

(b) Estimate the percentages of househdlds having two or more
sets during each of the four yea/1-s.

.(t) Do you think that the total number of television sets de-
creased from 1960 to 1965Q

a

3. , How can you calculate the percentages on a piechaet after
measuring the angles wittraprotractor?

, OD) Check your estimated answers to Qu stion 2 'by actual
measurements and calculation.

401 1

How accurately can you measure an angle on your protracto)?

If, for example, you can only read angles to within 1°, there.is no

reason to calculate angles.to a highei- accuracy. ..Decide hoW,accu-

rately you can measure anglei with your protractor. Then carry out

the calculations in the following, questions to only that accuracy.

4. The following table lists the percentages of families of given
size in the United States for the year 1972.

Number of Persons Percentage

2 35.4

3

4

11,.9
44,

`6 6.2
4" 7 or more 5. 5'

total .99:9

(a) Calculate the corresponding angles and draw the pie chart.

(b) How do you explain, the fact ttiat tlie.:percentages.do -not
add up tot100%?,

(c) Did tics fact affect yout pie chart?

I

7
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' 5. The percentages in the following table stand for the federal
government's income for'1970. From this data an artist con--
-structed.the.pie chart iri Figure 3; 'Find the error he made in
constructing this pie chart.

)

-7-,----\.

Individual income taxes

Corporation inCometaxe s
.

./: Social insurance taxes

Excise taxes ..

4

Customs, estate, and gift taxes
.....

Miscellaneous taxes ft.

46.7%

16.9%

23.4%

8.1.% L
3.1%

1.8%

.1

/

e

r

`Figure 3 i

1970 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INCOME

-
MISCELLANEOUS TAXES CUSTOMS, ESTATE, ANC GIFT TAXES

...

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES
. .

EXCISE TAXES

SOCIAL INSURANCE TAXES

CORPORATE INCOME TAXES

/

1 $

/"/Th6. The table below lists the number of cars produced'in the United
States by each company during 1972. Make apie chart showing
the percentage of cars produced by each company.# 1.American Motors Corp.

Chrysler Corp.

Forel Motor Co.

if General Motors Corp..
4. .

Checker Motors Corp.

.7

279,13'2

1;367,354

400,871

4,775,344,

5,504
8,828,205

.4
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SECTION 2 SODA TASTING

Of course-you can tell the between a cola, an
orangea-oda, and a lemon soda! But which'of your senses enables

you. to tell the difference? Is it'by geeing the. different colors? Is

it by smelling the different odors? Or is it by tasting the different

flavors?

Whenever you are faced with many quettions it is best to

answer them one by one. In this experiment you will be given a

sample of one ofthese sodas and you will be asked to tell what

flavor it is. However, you muslt close your eyesvnd hold your
nose until after you have made your guess. Ih this way you wilF

get an idea of how impo%ant taste is alone.

_
A student volunteer will record what flavors each of you

will be given and what2 ess each of you will make. A convenient

way to4ecord this inf tnatio-n is to write the name of the student,

the initials of the soda he was given, and what he guessed. For

example, John Lamb'was given cola and guessed "orange."' This

would be recorded as

John Lamb (C, 0)

It is important to keep the correct order. Reversing it would

change the meaning. The 'class results will be distributed after the

experiment is completed:

7. 'Make a tally of all the tfjrie1s when students were, given cola.
How many said it was cola? Orange?- Lemon soda?

'

Is

d.

9

,
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8. , From the tally of guesses when cola was given, what percent-
age of students guessed cola? What percentage guessed or-
ange? What percentage guessed lemon?

9. Make a pie chart of your answers for' Question 8. What per-
. centage guessed cbrrectLy? Incorrectly?

ye

What would you expect the ,pie chart to be like if the whole
class could recognize cola by taste alone?

Assume that nobody in the class could recogniie the Cola by
taste alone. They just said "cola," or "orange," or "lemon
whatever came 'Nit° their heads first. What-dO you think the
pie chart Would look like?

X 11

SECTION 3 EQUALLY PROBABLE EVENTS

if you toss a coin, is itJmore likely to come out heads or tails?

If the coin:,is bent, it may be more likely to land on one side than on

the other. But for a well -made coin we see.rip reason why one side is

more likely to be up that tp. other. Whenever we see no reason why.
6 -

one event shuld be more or less likely than another, ige say that the

two events are equally likel)c or equally probable. (An "event" -here-,

is anything that happens.)

We think of heads or tails as equally likely events when we

toss one coin. What is likely to be the result of, say, 1000 tosses?-
: ,-. . - ,

We cannot predict exactly what will happen because each-foss case i,

go either heads or tails. But' we can feel pretty sute that the result
. /

will be close to half being heads and half being tails.

10
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Now let us turn our thoughts to actions that can have-three
different results. Imagine a bag containing red, blue, and green mar-

,-
bles.- If yo,u pick one marble it may be red, blue, or green. Suppose
there is an equal number of marbles oreach,.color in the bag. Also. as-'

alsume that all the marbles are the 'same size and weight and are well

mixed. T-hereforewe have r...).reason to believe that t is more likely
to pick a red marble than a green or a blue one. 'Again'we say that its

is equqlly probable to pick a- red, a blue, or'a green marble.

If we were to pick a marble repeatedly, we ,could expect

about a third of the total to be of each color.

12' (a) Suppose you throw a perfect die. .Are you as likely to
throw a one as a six?- Why or why not?

(b) You throw the did many times. In what fraction of the
throws is each nuft:retkely to appear.

sr' (c) wake a pie chart to illtistfate your answer to part (b) .

rs>
13. (a) With a perfect dim is it as probable to throw an even

number as it is an odd number?

(b) If you throw the die' many times what fraction of the
<

throws will turn out,even?

(c) Draw a pie chart to illUstrate your answer to put (b).

14. Suppose that a friend tells you that she can predict whether
youn-next throw of a die will prodUce an even or an odd num-
ber. You challenge her by asking her to predict the result of
100 throws. She turns out to be right in about half of them.
Do you now believe her?

;

15. A true-false test int French has an equal number of true and
false statemets. A studeht who does not knowItalynch
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takes the test.
get right?

10-8

What' fraction of the answers is, he likely to

1

16. Suppose that with closed eyes and nose it is equally probable
to think of the cola as cola; orange, or lemori: Draw a pie
chatt of the results.

17. Compare your pie,chartfor'Westion 16 with the pie chart for
Question 9. Can you prove that the 'class can recognize cola,
by taste alone? '

41

18. filly all the times when students were given orange soda.
Hs& many said it was orange? Cola? Lemon? What are
the petcentages? Wasyour class any better in recognizing
orange soda?

19. Repeat-the entire analysis of the class data for te case of
lemon soda. What do -you conClude?

SECTION COUNTING. 'EQUALLY PROBABL&EVENTS

494 -e

, .
l-

.;*

.

-Y.01 need riot rely On feeling)-to gu.ess,that out of.a large num-

ber of. coin tosses abott half will be heads.and half tails, We can'

p4ovide a reason for'.it. i
r:

O

7

,
', Let.us start with a single loss. In this case heads (H) or ,,, .

.. ,

tails (T) to equally probable. Now we look at tWo tosses. There
.

.
are four possible results:k_ty ro heads, a head followed by a tail, a .,-

, ; *-.. */-

tail' followed by a head! and two tails. In Table 1 these wsults are , .

.. . ,
- conveniently written'in shorthand. The left-al-land letter of each pair .

- , - bstands -for the result of the firs' oss. A
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TABLE i

(H H) (H T), (T H) (T T)

1

40,
For each toss H and T are equally probable. Furthermore,

the result of the second toss does not depend =the result' of the
first toss. Therefore, each pair of results in Table 1 'standi for-
equally/probable events.

There Is only one way to get two heads, but there are two

Sways to get one head and'one tail. This is/indicated, by the ,num-
.

hers in Table 1. Therefore, it must be twice as likely to,get one

head and one tail as it is to get two heads.

Let us go oneAtzp further and count the number of equally

probable results oTh7t-b-sses. This is done in Table 2 .

TABLE 2

'(H H H) (H HiT), (H T H), (T .11 (H T T), (T H T),(T T 11) (T T T)

1 3 3 _ 1

.
,

Again, the letter on the left stands for the result of the first toss.
Note that there are three ways to get,two heads and one tail, but

only one way to get three eads ,, Thus it is three times as likely

to toss two heads and one tail as three, heads.
i

(--=.2--

We could go on counting equally robable results for larger

and larger number's of tosses, but this I's not 'necessary. Our rer

13

10.
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sults 'so far suggest a patterrr that allows us tolind the answer for

larger numbers of tosses Table 3 is a summary bf our results sa

far and the extension 'to larger numbers.

TABLE 3

L.

Total Number,
of Tosses

- .

Number of Heads

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 1

2 1 2 1

3 1 3 3 1

4 1 4 6 4 1

5 1 5 10 1.0 5 1
4 44%-

6 I '6- 415 20 IS- 6

.
"Zero heads" means all tosses tumetNut- tails'; ',Simile14y,- 3 - ,,...

"one head", means that all the other tosses came ,out tails, and so

on. Table 3 shows a clear trend: As the total number of tosses in-

creases, it becomes much more likely to have about half the tosses

being heads than about all being heads..

. (a) Figure out what shoUld be the next line in Table 3:

(b) How much more likely is it to get 4 heads out of 7.tosses
than it is_to get 7, heads?

."-

(c) How much more likely Is it to get 4 heads out of 7 tosses
than it is to get 6 heads?

21. When you throw a perfect die, each number is equally proba-
ble toie on Suppose you thraw a pair of perfect dice.

14'

.10
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(a) What are the equally probable combinations of the results?
4

(b)
l

How many 'combinations are there whose sum equals 8?
How many combinations are there-whose sum is 12?

(c) How many times as likely is it to throw an 8 as a 12?

SECTION 5 AVERAGES

The heights
(
0120 students to the nearestt centimeter were

.

measured and the results were

130 167 142 145 161
.

152 13 .143 165- ,163

135 140 170 157 164

167 185 143 1'60 *64 ----40(

, How can we summarize this information? Is there a single

number that can give us a general idea about the heights of all 20

students? One such number is the average. To calculate the aver-
age we add all the heights together and divide by the number of stu-

dents.

Average height = sum of all heights
. the number of students

We find from-our calculation that the average height is 154 cm.

4 Whenever we summarize a set of measures with a single num-

1pr, such as arfaverage, we lose

the average height of 20 students

information as knowing the height

,.......

some information. Knowing that
..,
is 154 cm does not give us as much

of each student. For example,

% 15

[
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9

knowing only the average we could not tell how.tall the shortest stu-

dent in the class is. But in many cases theaverage provides enough

information and is easier to remember.
.

22. Dter rolls 5, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, and' 6 with-a die. What is his
average score?

23 . use the following iable to answer the folitt.wing questions.

I.
24. A bowling league of 8 teams meets once a week. Each team

has 6 players and each player bowls 3 games.

.(a) The top bowler on Team A had scores of 210, 230, and 181
during one week. What was his average score?

9
(b) Another player on Team A bowled a 173 and a 161 on the
first two games. If his average for the day was 155, who must
have been his. score on the third game?

.

(c) During that same week the other 4 players on Team A had
averages of 135, 160, 143, nd 124. What was the-average
for the whole team?

0

Year

Farm Statistics

Number Of Farms
(in thousands)

Farmland
(in millions of acres)

.1930 6,546 987

1950 5,648 1,202

1970 2;954 1,103

(a) Find the average number of acres per farm for 1930, 1950,
and 1970 separately. . .. .

(b) From the data given, describe what has been happening to
the size of farms. . .

16
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In 10 rolls of a die, JQe averaged 4 points. Using the same
rUles, Buddy averaged 4.5 points in 20 rods. Taken together,

-what;was the average number of points for,both of them?.

26.° , If Jim got' a 96 and an 80 on-two tests, and if 90 is.an "A,"
what

A
muse he get on the test to bring -his average up to an

11 u 9. , -
`1'

r
27. Erika wanted to figure out her test average for the year. She

had.kepta record of her averages foi each marking period.,
Ilse the following table to find her test average for the year.

Mar g ' Number of
,Pe iod Tests Taken r

1 2 78

2 3 80
N

3 5 75

4 2, 90

SECTION 6 WHICH GAME 'RULE IS BEST?

Here is a game for you to play with a friend. You each roll

a die and use one of the scoring rules in Table 4 to find out how

many points you get. For example, if you are using rule D and you

roll a 3, you get 5 points. On the other hand, if you choose rule -A

and you roll a 3, you get 3 pointe;

Take a few moments to addy the Which do 1/?ti think

is best for you?

17
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a

You must choose which rule you want to use before you start
the game. Both of youlnay choose the same rul, if)Fou wish. The
object is to score as many points as possible.,

Showing
on Die

TABLE 4
Points

A

a

N
4

5

6

B C ID

4 0 8

0 5

4 u 0 5
t

4 4i

4 0

4 0 0

The higher total score at the end of 20 rolls of the die wins

the game. Your teacher will record each person's score and the
game rule used.

Which do you think is the best rule now that you haye played
the game? How sure are you?

Look at the class data. Were all the rules used? For the
rules that were used, which rule do you think is best? What is the
average score of all the students playing rule 'A? What is the aver-

age score of all the students playing rule B? Rule C? Rule D? Use

these averages to decide which rule is best.

18
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SECTION 7 BAR GRAPHS

I I A student took a survey of 138 students in his school to find

out what the most popular soft drink is. He put the results of the

survey in a table.
., .

Orange Root Beer , -Cola Ginger Ale

Number Of
Students

47
, ,

24 - '

%
1, ,

,
46 °

.

-. 21 Total 138

Another way to display this information is on a bar graph,

-as in Figure 4.

Note that the bar graph hasa title sp that we know wnat -in-

formation is shown. Also note that the' label "Number of Students"

s used to show what the numbers stand for.

A bar graph can also be drawn sideways if you prefer, as

shown in 'Figure 5.

U) 50
45Z

W 40

35

N 30
U.. 26

0.20
cc 5

03 10

5
Z

/1'

Figure 4 'Figure. 5
..N cn

rs

A

ORANGE ROOT BEER COLA GINGER ALE

POPULAR SOFT DRINO NUMBER OF STUDENTS

Either Way the bar graph displays the same data as the table

but in a way that makes the information easier to see at a glance.

Z GINGER ALE I

COLA
U..0

ROOD BEER

..J

0- ORANGEO.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 38 40 45 ,50

19
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The data in .the bar graph in Figure 6 are prcijections*based on
a survey of 4000 Americansc twelve years old and older. Use
these ):a to answer the f lowing questions.

(a) Appiokimately how man ericans fished in 1972?

(b) Of-Alle four sports liste iq the most popular?

(c) About 10 rcent of the total population goes bicycling.
,About what percent goes swimming?

. ,
?'

U)
1--2
a.

cr)cr zoa:3
Li.o
cc zw_
co

z

90 -
80 -
70 -
60 -
50 -
40
30
20 -
10-
0

Figure 6

44.
. U.S. PARTICIPATION IN

OUTDOOR SPORTS FOR 1972

HUNTING FISHING, BICYCLING SWIMMING

ci

29. From thetable below make a bar graph sing the number of
people who, speak each of the five most commonly spoken Ian-_guages.

ti

Language Number of Speakers

Chinese -750 millIon

English 300 million

Russian 200 million

Spanish 200 million,

. Hindi' 18'0\1111ton

30. Gwendolyn took a survey of 150 students in her school. She
asked, "On the average, how much time do you spend on home-
work each night?" Her tabulated results are:

'20

str



Number of
Minut(s 0

.

5

.

10 15 20 25 30 4'5
.

60. 75- 9-0

A.
N umber of.
Students 6 10. 13 28 .21 13 18 5 15 12 67 3

'
(a) Make a bar graph of the results.

(b) What amount of time was most frequently, giveri?

(c) What perc'ent of the students spend. mop than 30 minutes
on homework? Less than 15 minutes? 15 minutes through 30

. .

minutes?. .

31. Tom and Paul.Wel-e comparing their heights. Tom insisted that
he was much taller than Paul. To Prov4his point he graphed

.their- heights as follows: 4
(a) Is Tom actually taller than Paul? How many centimeters.
taller?
(b) The bar representing gom's height is how many times as
large as the bar representing Paul's height?

(c) Tom's height is how many times as large at Paul's height?
4.4

(d) Make another bar graph that more - ccurately repreents the
comparison of their heights.

4

HEIGHT

IN cm 130

TOM

21

PAUL' 7,

/

a
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SECTION 8 COMPARING GAME STRATEGIES

#,`t
In ill likelihood some rules for'the game in Section 6 were-,

chose .by more students than were other rules. For example, very
*

tew, students may have chosen rule B. You already know from-your

work with codes that small, samples arop not relibble., Tote able tof

judge each rule your need larger saniples. To gef them,, play each

rule le once: Then collect the resultsfrom the whole` lass. s a

Work with one of y claSsmates. Roll a die ten imes and

record yourilts in a tabs like-Table 5.

`.TABLE,5
,

Roll Results of Roll Score*
A B C a D-

4 = 8 4 ";- 4 .18 4

2 '1 4 0 , 8

10 3 3a 4 0: 5
O

After you have rolled the die ten times., find the total 'score

for each rule. Your teacher Will make bar graphs to display the,

scores of the whole class.
>\ What is the high sand lowest. score for,each rule? What

is the average score for each rule? If you Were to Win ape03,for

each point you scored, *whic,.hrule would you rather play? Why?

22

N.
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\
Look at-thepar grap,hi. Which rule has the grdatest range of

...
1

4 4

scores? Which has the least? For which rule do you think luck is

mst important? Why?

Is there a'hale that aiays gives a better score than other
rules?. Is it possible to win by using any of the rules?

_7

SECTION EXPECTATIONS

0 Is there some way-that yOu could decide which is-the best

rule without playing any games? Orie way to do this is to figt.lre out

what score you can exRecton each game if you were to play th

games many times.

`Suppose you are usingrule C (Table 5). Youroll the die

many timgs and write down your score_for each roll. If the dielis

perfect, the numbers I through 6 are equally likely to come up. On
what fraction of the rolls would you therefore expect to get a score

of 18?
--1

You receive a score.of 18 when a 4 comes up. A 4 is likely

to appear 1 of the time. Therefore, you would expect to get a score
6. 1,

of 18 on about 6 of thee throWs. On the other hand, you would ex-
.

pect a-scdre of'0 on about 5 of the throws Why?
6

, On a large number of rolls,1 say 6000; you would expect to

.get a score of 18 about 1000 times and a score of 0 about 5000 times.

For 6000 throws, using rule C, You would probably, therefore, have

a total score of about 18,000p-dints. This is an average of 3 poin

2.3

/
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for each roll. By calculating the expected number of points for each

roll for the other rules, we can compare the rules and decide which

is the best.

32. (a) Suppose you are using -rule A. In what fraction of throws
"would you expect a score of 1'1 A score of 2?- .

NO 'For 6000 rolls how many times would you expect a score
of 1? A.score Of 2?

Ve

(c) For 6000 rolls what wou obably be 'your total score for
rule A?

(d) What is the average number of,imints per roll for rule A?

33. 'What is the average number.of paints per roll for rule`B?

34. (a), For rule'D.,.in wh)at fraction of rolls woul ,you expect a
score of 8? A score _of 5V A score of 4? A sore of 0?

(b) For 6000 rolls how many times would you expect to get
each of the scores of part .(a)? 0

(c) Por 6000 throws what would probably be your total score
for rule D?

-
(d) What is the average number of points for each rbor
rule D? -

Q

(e) . Which rule hag the highest expected aAr..0e for each
.

roll? 'How does this agree with what you Mtn In Section 5?
7

35. Which rule has the highest expected-average for each roll?
How does this agree with what you found in Section 5?

SECTION 10 ESTIMATING FRACTIONS OF A LINE S181MENT

,wrci
How Well .can people mark the midpoint of a line segment?

, Are they as likely to be off to the left as they are to t e right? Is

24.
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it Just as easy to markt14 one -third point on a. segment? Plefe is

an expetiment that 'will give some answers.
4

You have sheets qf paper with the seginents.4ready drbwn.
)On one sheet mark the pqint that you think divides lajle=,s.egment inf; - s- -. rt

half. Qn the other segment mark. what you think is tOft oner-th-trd
/.

point from the left withoti looking at the first sheet.
# '

Exchdnge paperslwith a class6iate.. Using a centirrieLe rul-_

er, mazy the actual one alf orone-third points on the app priate
sheets. For each segm t measure to the nearest tenth of, a centi-

meter the distance betw en thd estimated and the actual points.
.

This will tell you the 's4e of the error intheRstimete.(f your mark
itfell within 0:1 Cent imetfar of the actual point, pou, can consider your

f .

'"'mark to be co ect.) If y u made an errorbe are to write down

Whether the mark was td he tic* 1r to the left of the actual point.,
(a) How many udents in your lass marked ,ttre one-'halt

point correctly?' ow
to the right?

ny missed to the left? How n?any missed .

f

,

(b) How many Students In your class marked tie one-third

point correctly? How any missed metre left? How' many missed

to the right? ;11

(c) Of all the ents who did. not mark the one-half point141

correctly, what percentage was off to the left? TO the right? Show

the class Jesuits on a p4e,chart.

. (d) Suppose pe6ple were as likely to be off.to the left as to

the right. What would pie chart look like under this assumption?

is this assumption valid. tor your class?

(e) Of alr the students who did pot mark the .one -third point

25
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IS

correctly, what percentage was off to the` left? To the right? Again_

show the class results on a pie chart. Are people as equally likely
.

to be off to the left as to the right when making the one-third point?
, -

46(6 How well did you,d6?' Did you guess the one-half andt-
_.: "c . e b

1

yam, one pint ag'accurately as your classmates.? Make bar
..., 77' isgraphs to. display.the errors made by the entire 'class. For the bar,

gfaphs consider only the slzeof error and disregard"whether it Was '
. c .. .

,4

0

to the left` or to the right
0

(g) : How zany students in y r class had an error greater
.;,;

than yours? What percentage 'of the class is this y,./
(h) Find the peicentage of the Class-that had an error less

4$

.than orequalio yours. This is called the 'perCeutiI4 rank What $

iis jour percentile rank? - .-

.

*I

t

ts.

it%

0

26
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6. Secondary Outcomes

There is no evidenc that any attempts were made to survey
teachers, counselors, or parents to determineVqmpacts on attitudes
and-behaviors in these groups. Institutional change as a result of ,,,-

this program was also a negleqed measure. It is not too late,.
however, to use these subjectsas "treatment" groups and compare
attitudes with another group of ceditrols. DRI has-sent a letter
tp the counselors involved with the project toiscertain these out-
comes, but has not yet received any responses.

An examination"-bf perceived barriers, information needs',

and facilitating factors, determined from responses to..direct,
questions, and confirmed by a survey of other-pertinent litera-
ture, suggested the following major reasons for the relative lack
of'participation Of women in science careers in the twelfth grade
women.

1. doubts about combining family life with a
science career;

2. lack of knowledge about how to prepare for
a career in science;

3. perception bf science career preparation as
being uniquely long and difficult;

4. inadequate encouragement from adults; and

5. inadequate number of role models.

Although reasons 1 through 3 are major obstacles to career
planning of any kind among young women, they are even more important

'''as obstacles to careers in science.

Ninth grade girls perceived different bariiers than the twelfth
graders. The ninth graders perceived the most important discouraging '

fattor to pursuing a science career to be popular beliefs that( gils
are not capable of succeeding in science careers (51 percent) And dis-
coUragement by friends from entering schpol science courses (48 percent)':
By twelfth grade, the barriers were perceived difficulties in combining
family responsibilities with the demands of a career (55, percent)and
preparation for a career in science seemed to be Eery hard, long and
expensive fa, percent). The forms used to obtain this information
were notpgrallel, so direct comparisons cannot be made. The changes
in perceived barriers at different "on7line" times, however, may further
elucidate psychological mechanisms leading to occupational segregation.
While these'differing responses may indicate new,awareness.of.the
difficulty of pursuing a science career, they m'y also represent an
adaptation- (rationalizatiOn) to the social pressures indicated by the .

2freshmen.
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7. Materials and Dissemj.natio'n

411,

',The project utilized three major types of materials. The
'Vocational Interest Profile (VIP) was used,as an intervention. The
VIP is a guide to vocational exploration, and was designed to minimize
sex-related,responses by utilizing sex fair items. Consequently a
female has flout an equal chance as a male of being "sent to" any
given ocgupaeional family: Thliooklet Exploring: You and Your-
Career is part of thi$ package. An update version of this package
is now available, entitled VIESA (Vocational Interest, Experience
and Skill Assessment). The package is self scored and can be
completed in one class period.

The Career Guidance Survey was used asthe outcome measure.
The survey was taken from the Planning Involvement Unit Of'the

-

ACT Assessment of Career Development. The self report, survey
assesses the amour of career exploration, occupational preferences,
and certainty of preference. It is very short and easy to complete.

The development and/or validity and reliability of these
instruments are reported by ACT. The survey appears to be very
complete and adequately validated. Both of these are;being dis-
tributed by Houghton Mifflin Company, Test Department, Box 1970,
Iowa City, Iowa 52240.

The booklet Women in Science and Technology: Careers for
Today and Tbmorro'i is self contained and excellent. It 'is easy to
'read, with many pictures, and comprehensible in content, dealing
with the reasons for the absence of women in science related careers,
the types of careers available, compatibility with family life, and
career preparation.' This booklet may be ordered from ACT.

8. Costs

The costs to reuse the material are estima.ted.at about $1.00
.

per participant for the VIESA packet; this includes teacher's guides
and so so on. The booklet costs about .40 apiece.

We do not know the price Of the Assessment of Career
Development.

The booklet Women in Science and Technology: Careers for
Today and Tomorrow is available for $1.50 per copy. '

9. Recommendations and Conclusions

1. This study indicates that mailed material, in the absence-
of other interventions, is not sufficient to change the
career preferences of qualified high scnool seniors:



The same must be concluded regarding the nonsex re-
strictive inventory and class discussions. sum,
While such interventions by be good, they are not
enough to co4ter action.

Soule evaluation of the effect on the counselors .

and parents should be conducted.

3. Becauseof the design and analysis, the outcomes
of this experiment were conclusive and were
reported with standard ,terminology.' Since con-
clusive outcomes were the exception rather than
the rule in this 'set ofN&F experiments, the
question iS rai:sed regaiding the relative,
efficiency of funding researchers with a back-
ground in experiment design rather than
persons in other disciplines.

4. Because of the interesting diffetences in the
perceived barriers betweeh the ninth dnd twelfth
grade'girls, we recommehLaistgdy of the perceived
barriers at.the time they are perceived rather
than in historical retrospect.

5. The Atsessment of Career Development appears to
be a good vocationil interest test and we would
recommend itS usage in.other projects.

0
The booklet Women.in Science and.Technology:
Capers for Today and Tomorrow is a well:prepared
document that could be incorporated into a wide
variety of'other carder education "progr'ams.

4 9 -/
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"Increasing Wamed,in Science Through ReShaping Role Perception"

Mary Baldwin College, Stauntbn, irginia
Project Director: Dr. Donald Thompson
Project Amount: $99,681.98
Educational Level: Post Secondary .

1. Prc4osed Protect

The project was intended to test the hypothesis that more
college women will choose careers in science if there are women rOje
models.for them to emulate; if careroptions are made available to
them through Improved coun.seling; and if they can be assisted in de-'
veloping self-confidence as women scientists through experiefttial
learning'. The specific aims of the project were to: (1) increase the
student's awareness of careers in science open to women; (2) influence
the student's attitudes in the direction of more favorable perceptions
of such roles: (3) enable interested students to obtain direct experi-ence in areas of possible science

careers through January term andr...
summer internships; and (4) orgpnize the information obtained about
career options into a permanent and ongoing file so that faculty and
studentsat the participating colleges and.other interested colleges
may readily retrieve this information.

Four women'4olleges--Hollins College, Mary Baldwin Cdrlege,'
P^,-1^1p!,t-Meco'n Woman' s College, ailL1 Sweet. Briar College--were,to
participate in an experimental program that included several coponent's.

Seminars featuring successiul women scientists, were held at
Hollins College and Mary Baldwin College; exposure to aovddeotaped
package on science careers was available at Hollins College, Mary .

Baldwin College', and Randolph-Macon Roman's Colleget alid a variety 'of
internships in scientific careers were offered atall four colleges.

The seminars were to feature four or five participant's `1..:iho
will be on one'campfus for approximately one day and then will go t4
the other campuses for the same peritd of time. During 4ach4toilege
seminar, discussions were to be open to all stuents,:Ad then,,the-
seminarians Were to bey available as resource people in science' -
classes and s consultants for the students on an ind±viaual

The content of the videotap pres6ntations:wa deter-untied by
inprviewigg successful, women sciehists who were engal;ed irk' careers
which are higlily related. to the fields o,f psychology, physi,
chemistry, .biology, and mathemptics. The project director was to
encourage the science and mathematics.feculties,at
Mary Baldwin College, and Randolph-Macon Womaul.s Gol'lege to incorporate
the videotaped presentations into their' respective science couues.

9
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Bulking the course of the project, the director wL#s to assemble
detailed information on careers in science for women. This information
as to be disseminated at the close of the project. On all campuses

centra'. files ware to be established, and these files would be made
( available to faculty and students.for up-to-date information. In
addition, incLesed opportunities were 0 be madb available for std-
dent externShips during the January terfn and during. the burner months.
These externships were to include 160 hours of on-the-job experience
at various industries and agencies involved' in science-related endeavors
for which credit would be given.

Evaluation of the,roject Was to be made by,analyzing the re-
sults of tests on attitudes toward science 4nd scientific careers
given before and after the program at the four colleges and by:crbss-
comparisons among all four colleges.

2. Implemented Project

The projectas conducted much as it was planned. Sim- seminars
on science careers in industry, in.igovernment, in environmdntal fields,
in the behavioral sciences, .and in medicine were held. A more general
workshop-on the image of the wowan scientist was. substituted for the
workshop on teaching careers in science. A11 of the workshops were
well attended. ,,

,..

TWonty five o 30 vi,lcotapes ,,,,ece pioduced frorn interview
with successful wumen cieaists.. The content of these interviews
centered around'educat oral backgrounds job procurement, and personal

. and job satisfaction and dissatisfactions'.- The seminars were also
recorded on tape. A% total of, 147 students viewed at least one of
these tapes,' and many students viewed more than one tape.

One hun red nine women participated in the externships, the
majority4of these,women experienced

i
more than one externship. Tc

accommodate this ritimbeT of women, 4 additional spOnsors were
,,..recruited.

t,

gym element added to the project was the opportunity for
senior students at' nary Baldwin who, at the time of pretesting,
stated' that they were undecided about their fu.eure career to attend-
a weekend workshop on career decisions. Although fOur such workshop
were plant*, only one was held. Six womenattended. In addition,
all Of the first year students were given the opportunity to have
the vocational interest inventory administered by the prOject inter
preted by counseling personnel, nnd those who had them interpreted
were invited hack for further career exploration. One)undred
ninety-seven women discussed their vocational tests with a counsel r
and 12 r'etur'ned for further exploration.
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Some difficulty in retaining the isolation of control and/experi-
mental groups was enoountered. Specifically, in additioh to some loss
of post experimental data, the group' designated as control was switched'
from Sweet Briar College to Randolph-!lacon because the faculty at Randolph-.

Macon.refused to show the videotapes.) Consequently, some of the planned
' evaluation:analyses could not be conddcted.

r

Recruitment and sampling. T1 project was aimed,at two distinct
populations. :One. was all first year students at the four schools irre-
spective of their intended major.4-The-other was the juni r class'science
majors in` those schools. Presumably, the ainl of including first year
students was to introduce/influence them toward science-rel ted careers,while the aim of including junior science majors was to rein orce their

,decisi9n and to provide-thera with additional information regarding their
chosen careers. In addition.to these two groups, many of the 'activities

, were open to' the entire student bod
, and numerous individuals not in

-- the target group participated in son althe events. Results, howe'Ver,,
are only reported for the target group of freshmen and juniors.

Pre-intervention data were collected on 87 percent of, the first
year women ,t 011 four colleges and from 91 ptrcent the, science
majors from these schools. About 75 percent of the women pretested
were surveyed one year later. Completed data were, available on 74
science majors and on 459 sophomores. Participetfon in the testing,
as in all activities;' was voluntary and represented a self selected'

T,h,?. size -ofthc sample, however,'suggests that the self-
selection of the Pketesc and posttest sample did not dramatically
afect the results.

Most of the information regarding project activities was
transmitted through posters, the campus newspaper, and by faculty
members. Invitations for the seminar werd sent to science. majors

imiand a randomly selected group of first.year students.um\

3. Obstacles tpImplemeltation.

In general, 'the prject r'an,smoothly. The principal investi-
gdtor repcirted some difficulties in coordinating data collection
activitie;Atetween campuses, SpecifiCally, although good coopETation
wEs given by the College lidisons on the executive committee, the
faculty members were not given release time to conduct project
activities. Consequenely, some of the activities could not be con-

' ducted as they were planned. This appears to have a greater impact
ors the experimental nature of the results, rather than program impact?

4. Project Personnel

0
0 1,

the project director was Doo; d Thompson, Ed.D., on staff at
tp.'.

.the psychology department Dr.
,,

Thompson is ,an energetic, outgoing
.. ,
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'inelVidual who appeared to be well liked by the students. 'He was wellqualified to run the program. He was assisted by a research associate,Ms. Hinda'Levin, who was. primarily responsible for data analysis, anda publicity specialist, Ms. Sandy Harris, who was zesponsiblefor liv

4L
isti,eai arrangements.

, .
P

.- An executives committee includpd
one representative from'each -college. This committee. served as the coordinating committee, and each'Inember served as the liaison with her/his campus

r

One of the,most important aspects of the program was the femalerole models used in the seminars,and the videbtapes. The women repre-sented a wide variety' of fields, occupations, and life-styles, e.g.,there were about 30 women representing the health fields, research job ,government and industry jobs, the-behavioral and environmental sc`ienc.Some were marked with children,..some married without children and somwere single. The role models also reprisented a ,range of degree levelsand accomplishments. Many, if not most, of the women were Mary Baldwin,graduates, and currently resided in the southern United States. Therole models were consistently rated very favorably by the seminarattendees.

5. .Pridary Sutcomes

4(
,

Experimentpl outeomes. Most of the outcome indicators didnor shov a P.ignificant!change film pretesc to posttestperiod acrossthe four schools. For example; the percentage of wOmen pretes'ted asfirst year students .who .intended to major in science remained constantat about 30 percent. No significant dhanges in the rankings on.the 22categories on the Educational Interest Inventory, were noted, and no
significant changes in attitudes toward science were observ'ed, althoug'ha slight positive increase was apparent. The percentage ofthese womenon whom measurements were taken that directly participated in thepfogram is no,t known, Therefore, it must be concluded that no changes .in short-term indicators in the general target population was found.

- Mary Balin College students participated in the experimental
activities to a greater extent than 'students front other schools: Con-sequently, more fatofable results might 1.)e expected. Several indices-suggest that this is the case: At Mary Baldwin, there has been anoverall increase in the number of'science majors:- The number increasedfrom 18.8 percent in the fall of 1975' to 34.9.pertent in the winter of1976 to 38,0 percent in the spring of 1977. That is, the 'number ofkstudents at Mary 1aldwin who changed their proposed major from non-science to science was significantly greater than the number who,changed their proposed major from science to nen,science. These were'not necessarily the target group of first year studentS. The science.interest scOrds remained 'about constant over the period,' but theattitude toward science score increased somewhat.

101



A more stringent way to examine the direct, affect of the pro-
/ %grams.i's to investigate the change scores of the actual participants

and the effect of extent of participation, e.g., to look'aL those
women who actually participated in he project events. The results
of the project showed an interrolatiAship between participation in
various,project, events that was 'very strong and significant for science
majors, -and moderate but significant for first year student's. In other
words, approximately the same-group of people experienced most of the

'prof ct components. By infqence, many of the target group tested
exper ' ced few of, the project events. Unfortunately, alth ugh paTL
Iticipation was positively related to overall interest and attitude

.. scores, only the sum of the,pretest and posttest measures were
used. 'Specifically; the change in these scores was not correlated
with participatipn, "so it is impossible to determine whether.the
relationships shOwn was a function 'of high initial scores.

:
c

Since participation in'tie seminars and exterdnships were
.voluntary, attendance may alo be used as a criterion of success.
The final report ,calculated that a total of 217 fndividu4s from
the entering clas4 attended the seminars. These fi6res, however,
dramaticall' underestimate total seminar attendance, e.g., 40 from
the target rdup of first year students and science majors attended
the first seminar,,,:tt Mary Baldwin College, but the total attendance
was 103. The totaliattendance fdr all of the seminars was 749, and
attendanee appeared*to decrease ortly slightly over successive semi-
nars. The extent,of the attendance at the seminars would suoeest
th4t these met some need of science and nonscience majors alikL.
The student evaluations of the seminars indicated that the seminars
were Well received and thought ,to be valuable:

A total of 85 first year students and 24 junior science .

majors participated in'externships r ny,of the students expressed
satisfaction by participating i ple exte6stiips.

The videotapes %-yere 'viewed and evaluated by approximately `
119 freshmen and 28 junior, science majors. The project data indicated ''
that the majority of the students felt the.videotapes could 4irect

tiv

0.

1.

undergraduates toward a career in science. Most of the comments
about the videotapes concerned their technical quality. No.analysis
of`their affect on the outcome measures was reported.

r\
a

. The seminars were also evaluated'by the attendees. The majority
of the atteneps responding to the questionnaire felt these-seminars.
could direct a student toward scierPce.:-A very small minority felt

-'they could,direct students away from thf careers in science. The par -
ticipants/also expressed saLisfaction'with 'the externship experiences
by rating it as rewarding. -

i_ .

. b. Parti ant impact survey: Because of the late inception_
of the project, DR1 d -divot conduct an independent participant impact
survey.

u;,
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c. Site visit conclusions. The site visit was conducted,

early in'the life of the project at the time the first seminar was
held.'

One videotape was already completed and was viewed by one
ylember OT-th9 evaluation team. The interview had been,videotaped ins
a .quiet setting, and was an "informal chat"\with a woman scientist.
It 'was felt that the videotape was sufficientlyiwell done to be usable
and infdrmative by many educators.

Two seminars were amended by the evaluator. The seminars wePe
well atullaed,swent smoothly, and generated many questions from-the
audience. The refreshment period allocated tu talk to the role models
on a one-to-one basis was also well attended, although the majority of
the women attending-the seminar did not stay for 'refreshments. The
women had specific questions to ask the role models and it appeared
that the conversations cold laSted many hours if possible.
During this time, the evaluator visited with 15 or 20 women. They
were uniformly pleased with the seminar, and all seemed an;:ious fir
career information from the role models. This,informal coffee hour
appeared to be an impoo:ant and highly successful aspect of the pro-
gram that shobld be iAltided wherever possible.

The role models also enjoyed the experience. The planning.

and coordination of their activities was well done.

6. Secondary Outcomas

;
There were several secondary outcomes of this project. The

first is the additibnal information gained flrom the seminars, by the
nontarget population. Asnoted preyiously, many sophomores and
seniors attended. Their attendance may have been responsible either
directly or indirectly for the increase in science majors observed
at MarY Baldwin College.The'project may have directly influenced'
the:nantarget attendees to shift majors, or indirectly influenced a '

changing attitudinal climate.

Another secondary project impact may have-been on the faculty
members at the participating institutions. Specifically, the science.
faculty was invited to all of the seminars, and at least some attended.

0 This may have increased their interest in science-related careers for 4,
wometv, and. increased 'their awareness of scf-ence-reluted career ,options
outside of teaching occupations. The individuals in'inplustr or pri-
vate practice guiding the young women,through their externships may
,have aigt became , more Ware of science areas as appropriate occupa-
tions for young women.

A fourth secondary impact may have been on the role models.
Many of the role models became fpends during the program, and

1o}
,



4increased their "network." In. at least two instances known .to the
evaluation team, the relationship formed during the seminars has'-'
resulted.in a productive working relationship between the role
models.

In ,addition, Mary.Baldwin College made some alterations inits structure at least cin put` to continue the project activities.
They.have,formed a'women''s center that will tre responsible for adminr,4
istering certain of the career education and placement activities.Thy now have a department: to administer externships, and have'decided to utilize externships as the primary-placement activity.Since the vocational interest inventory indicated that many students
were interested in the field of communications, plans have been madeto initiate a communications

dpartment at they school. The .principal
investigator summed it up by cohtmenting that the NSF program had.increased' the institutional

responsiveness to themeeds of the/student.

7. Materials and Dissemination

One of theobjectives of 4e project was to organize the in-
formation obtained about career options into a permanent and ongoingfile so that faculty and students at'the participating colleges and
other colleges may easily-retrieve\this information. The project
obtained printed materials from 75 government agencies, Lpusinessesand professional .organization9,. These have been distributed'ta allof the schools. In addition, an annotated bibliography on science
careers is being prepared for distribution by the project staff. No
information on the extent they T being used is available;

The status and/or distribution plans of the videotapes axeunknown to the evaluation team.

Another "product" of the project is the development of Al
externships that may be used by future students.

-'\

8. Program Costs

It is extremely difficult-to
calculate_ program costs. Thetotal cost of the program was approximately $300,000. The number of

individuals reached (if double counts are-included) was about 1,000,
including total numbers attending the'seminarS, the videotape viewing

, -and the externships. The direct cost, then, was about $100 peT par-
ticipant. This figure represents considerable underestimation ofcost per actual participant because Ole-same individuals frequentlyparticipated in several project activities.

4, . .Future replication of project activities might be less expen-,

sive. The cost of project operation could be reduced by one-third
if clear development' tasks are defeted'and ha'lf-time for project
director is suffiCient, ($60 yer participant).

1 u
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However, thepriMary operation costs bf .ebntinuing such a

'project may be quite modest. For example, the trayelexpenses *and
publicity of the role models fob the seminars was estimated-to'be
$9,000. If the 800 attendance` mark could besust'ained, the Cost'
would average aboUt-$11.25 pes attendee. 'The costs could be -.further
reduce'd_if mode students attended each seminar. Likewise; futther
use of the videotapes, externship's and vocationhl counseling pctivi-.
ties would likely be small, and possibly absorbed by the institution.

'9. Summary and Conclusions

The project comprised' of seminars, career counseling, extern-
ships dnd videotaped career information represented the most 'compee-.
hensive intervention of the post secondary projectss The project was
aimed at-first year students and the junior science majors at four
women's college's, although all students from the schools could par-
ticipate in some of the' program activities. These activities repre-
sented an increased effort and modified focus of ongoing programs.
which have now been institutionalized at Mary Baldwin College. There%
was differpntial participation in the project: the campus of the proj-
ect erector participated to the greatest extent; junior science
majors were more involved than freshmen; hut' freshmen who antic gated
a science major and those who did not were propOrtionally represented.

During the period of projeCt'activjeies the percentage of
declared science ma:jars increased substantially dt. the eamptio where
the activities were concentrated. Although this may have been due to
multiple causes, it seems likely that the project activities their
secondary impacts contributed to this effect. No specific cti ties
can e implicated because. the target group of freshmen and juniors
eclaring science majors remained relatively constant and shifts _from'
science to nonscience majors and.from nonscience to science* were not.
significantly different. The project can.apo be judged a success if
Irate of participation dnd "participant satisfaction are used as criteria.
In addition, many positive secondary outcomes resulted on the May
Baldwin campus.

11
There were several parts of the project that were suggestive

and_Anterestingly, but not completely, explored by the project evalLa-
tion. These are:

-1. The cooperative arrangement between relatively contiguous
schools represented a promising cost-effective approach to career in-
formation activities. Yet the evidence indicates that the school
participated and benefited differenEially. It is possible ttlat the
1pgistical barriers encountered may besurmounted once the activities
were operational rather than experimental. 311 the otheil hand, petsonal

w

*This was treated as an.e0ally probable event in the 'analysis
although national qata'suggest that az5hift from science to nonscience
is the more probable event.

1u5,
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commitment andresponsibility of the,institutional member's may have
more far reaching affects thanthe activities themselves..

a. The study had the potential for,reinforcing existing
decisions. While iL certainly performed this necessary :function,
it also prdvided4career information for those women-not choosing
science-related careers. The overall effe'ct on the campus where
actii.dties'were cbncentrated.suggests' that activities may be gbenefi-
cial to both groups.

,
3. The externships represented a unique component of this , '

project, and, in general; served to enhance career commitment among.
the junior science majors. In addition, such externships provide a
close, more realistically based relationship between the'community
and the colleges that should, serve both to increase career awareness
on the parr of the faculty and to increase the employability of its.
graduates

, 4. The most unfortunate part of the expoiment was its
failure to indicate the effects of exposdre Lo project a,5tivities in.0

. order to provide an, indication of necessary level of effort needed
to reverse the flow of women'away from science majAs. 'In this experi-,
melt, as with almost all 'naturalistic experiments, no reasons for the
increase in science majocs cpuld be'postAat4from the,experimeni.al
results,.e.g., the differential effects of project activities on
attitudes was hot deter-mina:

I
5. _Many the project actIttrfties, &hl as the excernship'S,

1 and vid'eo'tapes are being continued in the absence ofcareer mat
NSF fundin

a

6. The fact chat role Model:s were graduates of the local
colleges,prohably enhanced their effect, e.,g..; the majority of the
role models had. graduated from Hollins or M ry Baldwin. This likely
increased student identification with th 'le models and their
success seemed attainable.

V(

p

7. The affect of the additional: career counseling is not .
clear,; e.g., it.,.sinflilenceon freshmen was not analyzed. In -addition,
the low-,attendance at the weekend seminar on career counseling and
assertiveness is not discussed. The lack df enthusiasm on this topic '
is interesting in,light-ofte good reception-of the seminars and -3 t,

externships \ I 0

1I "."1- 'r
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CHAPTER III

PROGRAM OBSERVATIONS Alb COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Although aimed at scienel-related careers, many. of the recom-
mendations of this report, especially at the priffiary and secondary
school levels, apply equally to all nontraditional jobs, especially
those that are highly-technical. Therefore, the,authors feel that'

sameame recommendations may apply to manyinterventions designed to
increase the Aware'ness ,of-women regarding employment alternatives and
Options and to increase their participation in many nontraditional

'-tareers.

TheprojeCts described.in this repor were aimed, in general,
at. motivating and reinforcing decisions to ter professional career's
in science, for preparing effectively for those careers, and for
removing barriers to the attainment of those aspirations. All of
the scientific and engineering positions described in the materials
developed by these projects required at least. a college degree, and
most required advanced degrees including a doctorate. On the whole,
those woman receiving doctorates in science-related fields are
productively and continuously employed, and salary differential's
between men and women is less than men and women with less education.
That is, it appears that a Ph.D. may be an "equalizer." Since these .

women may also serve as visible example's of the employment potential
of females, they may serve to increase the aspirations of other equally
talented women. Therefore, it would seem desirable to increase the
proportion of women in this category. Since the recommendations may
only apply to a small number of women, they are treated independently
in this report. The recommendations incorporate the evaluators'
'observations, derived from a comparative analysis-of the projects,
ands uld be considered as hypotheses to be tested sincedefinitive
cone usions could not be made from the. present projects.

Although'this report has concluded that there is probably
a higher success bate to be expected by funding programs for high
ability, highly motivated groups, ana has recommended 'concentrating

4 on reinforcement programs for these people,, there is no evidence
that the need.' s not greater among low motivation, loW self-esteem
groups. Assumi these groups are larger, it -is possibli-that the

- potential output would -be greater even though the."success7rate"
may be lower.

s
'Moreover, the consequences of adequate science and mathematics

background and awareness of broad career options may have widespread
impact on women in the society. For example, co prehension of mathe-,

e...,
matic and scientific principles may serve to "d mZstify" a technologi-0 environment and decrease a sense of helplessness and lack of
- elf-confidence. Further, the acceptance of nontraditional career
options., even for those not choosing to pursue them, may create a more
supportive environment for those who do choose them.

t..
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Finally, a number of nontraditional nonprofessional science-,

relatki jobs exist which, for many women, would represent both economic
and social benefits: electronics=, video-, sound- or flight-technicians,
computer operators, highly skilled labor,gtc. These are jobs that
require science- oriented preparation and contribute to the evrsing
role of women as productive partners in providing highly specialized
support'skills in a technological society. Although these positions

.do not usually require college degrees or the same high degree of
rn

aca-
demicdemic leaing ability, they do equire early exposure and commitment, .

continued encouragement, and'spg ial training. They represent improved
earnings and more respected-skills than many traditionally female jobs.

, For these reasons it May be just as desirable to increasethe
number of women participating in these careers. Recommendations con-
cerning career education programs are given separately in this repdrt.

Reentry is a critical area for increasing the participation
in science-related occupations, e.g., many more women are qualified
for these occupations than are currently employed in them. For exam-
ple, the.Scientific Manpower Commission reports tha,t women earned
_about 35 percent of the bachelor's degrees in mathematics between 1948
and 1973, 25 percent of the master's, degrees and 10 percent of t,the
imilloctorates. ,Far fewer at each degree level are employed, andThe under-

loyment appearS to'incieasaas 'the levgl of degree decreases.
pproximately 87 percent of the Ph.D., recipients in math are employed,

but only about,28perdent of the master's. degree recipients and about
31 percent of the bachel'or's recipients are working in math related
occupations. Similarly, the pool of women qualified to be employed
as chemists is about 20 percent of the total pool, but only about 8
percent of the working chemists are female. The percentage of
working Ph.D. recipients may be higher than that of lower degree
recipients only because a greater percentage of thet are continuously
employed.

Clearly, underutilization f females in the economic sector
iS a widespread problem. In ,fact, in*view of the pool of qualified
women, it may be mare imperative to Address the reason's resulting in
their underutilization and to develop remedial interventions than to
encourage more women to prepare themselves for these careers. Con-
sequently, reentry programs, designed to meet -they specialized'educa-
eional and emotional needs of all women; professional or not, are
discussed ih a separate-section.

e
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Among the objectives of this contract was the examination of
the results occurring across projects in order to isolate observable
patterns by the type of intervention, types of materials, age groups
and other variables that might have relevance in the implementation
of similar projects. This analysis may be called program strategy
analysis or comparative analysis.

Unfortunately, none of the projects proved to be effective as
judged by rigorous statistical methods, either because of the problems
in design, control group implemeptation, and outcome measures, or
because the treatment.actually had no effect. .Thereforev the evaluation
team employed a "preponderance of evidence" criteria for judging the
effectiveness of a project. That is, some combination of, the statis-
tical results, other nondesign outcomes such as experiences with a
roughly comparable group, the opinions of the participants, and our
own impressions was.used to judge whether a project was effective.
Under these conditions, even if "success" was\ indicated, no causal
reason for'the success could be determined. Consequently, commonalities,
between the more successful and less successful projects were explored.
Because of the experimental limitations on the conclusions, these'
observations should be treated as hypotheses to be tested, and not as
recommendations.

Even when statistically significant results were obtaine by
the experiments, these were frequently difficult to interpret andll
place in perspective; The difficulty was encountered under several
circumstances. First, frequently a multitude of items were used in
the evaluation instrument, but only a few items were significant.
Furthef, when a variety of outcome'measures were used, some of the
significant outcomes may have been interesting and/or beneficial, ,

but not directly relevant to encouraging women to choose science-related
careers. A third difficulty was when different "control" groups
'indicated different results, such as with the University of Kansas
study. A fourth,difficulty was the probable Hawthorne effect, where
the novelty of the intervention may have skewed the results. On the
other hand, multiplejkrear projects (University of Oklahoma) were diffi-
cult'tor.analyze because thd effects may have been cumulative and not
directly related to the segment that NSF sponsored.

Therefore, the indicators used to estimate effectiveness,
were at best, only global measures, frequently not conceived of as
part of the experimental design. Consequently, the reason for the
outcome could not be conclusively determined. For example, the special
math course at UNKC appeared to be effective in encouraging women to
take subsequent math courses. However, the comparison group were
those taking math courses the year before, and those taking a dif-
ferent math course the same year.' Therefore, the interest in
mathematics might be attributed to any of the, following: (1.) the

109
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actual curriculum, (2)' the method of instruction-, (3) the addi-

tional tutorial help, (4) the atl-female classes, (5) the influence

of the instructors, (6) the "Hawthorne' effect,'and (7) thedif-
ferences in the population.that would sign up for the course.

The projects are described in three,tables.. Table 1 breaks
down the 11 projects by the age of the participants, the sex ofthe-
participants, the types ,of treatment, and whether.the treatment was
available at different intervals (spaced), or given all at one time

(massed). Finally, the outcome of the experiment- is given. Table 2

lists the. products of each of the projects, and-their potential
applicability, and Table 3 contains a rough estimate df the cost
to reuse that particular intervention and a subjective assessment-

, of its effectiveness.

The subjective assessment regarding the effectiveness is

repot,ted in three 'categories: probably effective, no effect, and

possibly a negative effect.
A

The special math course offered by the University of
Missouri at Kansas City (UMKC), the workshop offered by the
University of Oklahoma and-the workshop offered by Michigan Tech
for counselors and teacheiC and,the workshops at the University
of Kansas appear to repretent :the most viable strategies. UMKC

reported a much greater peicentage of women taking subsequent math
courses, although no true sontrol group was available for statis-

tical comparison. Similarly; the University, of Oklahoma workshop
reported a higher percentage,of women reporting that they would
choope an engineering major than a noncomparable control group.
The participants in the University of Kansap workshops reported
more science majors tan the -year before, but about the same as the

control.group composed of,individuels who were invited to the work-

shop. but did not attend. 'The counselors/teachers workshop, sponsored

by Michigan Tech, reported a consistent, but slight, increase in
awareness of engineering as'a career for women, and reported incresed
activities regarding these careers on a form that the participants )

devised. 'Consequently, the commonalities between these programs

that may have been successful are discussed.

The ACT nonsex restrictive vocational inventory, the MIT

film, the Michigan Tech program for students, Queensborough's'

cassettes and slides, and Rosemont's program to update skills'

reported having little effect when used as the primary intervention.

Rosemont was included in'this category because at the time of the

report, only 25 percent of the seven participants had obtained jobs,

and this appeared to be about average for women making some active

effort to get themi Goucher and Policy Studies indicated that

their prpject might have had.a negative effeaLon the participants.

Commonalities betWeen these projects are discussed.

Some of the cc4monalities we observed and areas where -we

recommended further investigation are as follows.

' 1 i
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TABLE 1
PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

Sex/

Grade Sample Interventibn
COntact
Time Results

Mich igan Tech 8th,

ACT

Policy Studies

MIT

toucher

111

O

8th

9th

10th,

11th

F ,Prejentation by rol* 4 hrs.
models of prepara-
tion, job content
and lifestyle in
engineering.

F

F

F

Demonstration
UOjeCtS.

Mailed printed
matter. .

Given non-sex
biased career
inventory, dis-,
cussion groups,., and

printed matter.

F Workshbps in school
on lifestyle and,

career clusters.

10th, ,M,F
11th, ft

12th

-

11th'

Film and booklet.

College level se-
mester course in

'science.

4 hrS.

1 hr.

2 hrs.

12 hrs.

. 1hr.

15 hrs.

No significant results.

10\significant results.

No sig4ficant results.

More career exploration,-

increased-Congruence
between, aptitude and
aspirations.

No significant results.
slight trend towaliolit-
interest in science.

More in experimental
group undecided about
career plans-same amount
definitely, wanting

engineering.

.

4 SignifiCantdecline in
interest in science at-
end of course, but 58%
of-respondents planning
'science career one year
later.
r

9

0

4
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Sex/
Grade Sam le Intervention

Contact
Time

Oklahoma

ACT

-Kansas

Queensborough

Michigan Tech.Ar

Michigan Tech

Michigan Tech

Kansas

11th,

12th
F Workshop of mixed

discussions, labs
and field trips.

40 his.

,12th, F Mailings of relevant 2 hrs.
materials & VIP , 1

inventory.'

12th F/high Workshop:
abjlity

8 Hrs.

Results

Probably' increased number
of women planning

engineering careers
(not adequately tested).

More planning taking courses
in science but more control
'planning to take math

Significantly more women
pursuing science careers
than women\in prior year
control; butNsame percent
as women who were invited
to workshop but did 'not

attend.

9-12 M,F Slides acid

cassette of six
role models.

1 hr. No significant differences.

-Parents- M,F Printed matter-
mailed-.

1 hr. No significant differences. ,

Teach-

ers

M,F Printed matter
,dfstribUted.

1. hr. No significant differences,'

Teach- M,F Workshop with role 80 hrs No significant difference
ers,

selors

model4., labs,

discusion.
in participants but may
have increased activity
in school community.

Parents M,F Workshop on career,
materials with

8 hrs Not measured; daughters
reported ittas positive.'

daughters.
ts.)

I



TABLE-1 (contipupd)
)

Sex/

,Grade Sam le. Intervention
Contact
Time

t

Results

Missouri.

.

Rosemont N

4

College F special math°course.

Post-,

grad
F Coursl'to update

skills and
industry intern-
shi

01.4

4

1 sell.

80 his.

100 hrs.

PA.10

*

4

J 0

More took. further math
courses in sequence..

About 1/4 did get jobs
science-related

areas:

a. 4

.



Material Appropriate Age

TABLE 2
PROJECT MATERIALS,

1. Choosing a areer--
Women's Work: Engi-

neering (MIT) book

2. Women in Engi-
neering (MIT) film'

Exp.1oring (ACT)

Vocational "Interest

Profile (VIP) (ACT)

.Women in Science and
Technology: Careers
for Today and
Tomorrow (ACT).

Workshop format
(ransas)

Women in.thf Pro,-

fessions (Kansas)

fr

All secondary and
lege ehilneering
students.

1

All secondary and col- Shows s tints and pro -
lege engifieering fessfonal omen in engi-
stutents. r% wizring at work and

home.

D ription

a

Dissemination

col-. Description of three
female engkneers--
student,49oung probes-
stnnal, middle age
)professional/all life-
styles represented.

Secondary.

Secondary:

!

Secondary:

ti

Secondary, c 1( liege.,
_

Secondary, college.

1

Mays be used for TV and dis-
,tri6ted on film by
EducalOonal Development
Center Inc. Now"available

"Irom IT catalogue.

Updated version called Part of Houghton Mifflin
-1"Career Planning Program."VIESA: bdok'on job

21usters
and aptitudes,

career planning--non-sex
restrictive.

Non-sex restrictive
career assessment/
intervenfon.

Booklet describing

realities on. women in

science-related;tc reers.

C
Series of self awareness
exercises.

Home study course
designed for.three
credits.

V

LI/

,ACT. Nice booklet,

that should be widely used.

None.

None.

0



.Material
.

Appropriate Age

4

TABLE 2 (continued)

Y

Description Dissemina on

Women in Science
(Queensborough)

Workshop nrsiculu4
(Policy Studies)

r-

1 1 i

grA

College, graduate
school

Secondary

Interviews with six of
top female scientists:
mixed ethnic background
and.varipty of lifestyles.

Mixture of job
clusters and lifestyle
alternatives.

American- -ASOCiation of Physics
Teachers, and NSTA distributing,-
ShOuld probably `be used &con-
junction wit'A ,other matekeial

except at graduate level--may
be Wetter at college leva thin
secondary.

None.

C-

/

0
Li)

..A



TABLE 3
PROJECT COST PER PARTICIPANT

Intervention Hours* Cost
University of

. -Ragas

Policy Studies

Queensborough

Massactpetts
Instiltute of

Techftology,

'4 Univ. Mcss.
Kansas City

Rosemont

a(

University of
Oklahor

America n College
Testing

Goucher

Michigan Tech

, tlichigan Tech

exploration
workshop

106

Effectiveness

8.00 10.00

career edu-
cation course 12.00

slide and
tapes

film

math course

chemistry
course

workshop

( literature
mailing

nonsex re-
strictive
interest in
ventory

research
course-

*Estimates
some participants.

student
literature 1.0

student
seminars f2.0
parents
literature 1,0

1.0

1.0

^No

'64,00

'1004

.40.00

.10

50.00

C-
1.00

possibly positive

no effect or negative

no effect

2.00 unknown

.350.00 probably positive

positive for small
800.00 proportion

300.00 posibly positive

1.65 no effect

1.0 1.00 to effect .

30.00 1,000.0a

30.00/

1.55

counselor /

teacher

workshop 112.00 400.00

minimum contact time; the time may have been greater for

no effet or negative

no effect

no effect

no effect

probably positive
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1. Concentratir. on women who are already interested in
science. In general, it is thought that projects providing support ..
for women interested in science, and projects to remove barriers to
the full participation of these women, are preferable to direct
motivational projects to encourage women to change their interests
for the following reasons:

They are more easily justified in terms of providing
equal opportunity and avoiding criticisms of reverse
discrimination.

41' They are less apt to esult in unsatisfactory career
choices.

None of the projects observed appeared to be success-
ful in changing attitudes.

It is difficult to switch from a nonscience to a
science area. That is, beyond the junior year in
high school, compensating for inadequate Math and
science backgrounds is, difficult.

Since the projects examined did not appear to be s ccessful
in changing occupational choices at the senior high level intensive -

support and information could be provided to those women ving the
necessary background, ability and motivation to pursue their exist-

,ing interests.

`Thile there is not an established theory on the vocational
choice patterns of women, there has been a growing number of studies
in the area.- Most of the literature appears to be in agreement that
there are many shifts in both occupational interests and commitment
to a career. However, the literature uniformly indicates that from
preadolescence on the shift is toward typically feminine careers and
away from nontraditional careers (e.g., Angrist, 1970; Harmon, 1971).
Consequently, interest should be defined very liberally, and should
not be interpreted to mean an expressed career choice.

. The kinds of support that may be helpful can come from a wide
variety'of' sources, and the most important source will be different
for'each age group. These support programs could include parental
support, encouragement from teachers, peer support (both same and
opposite sex), guidance'counselors and from the institution as a

-whole. The range of possible forms these programs may take is
virtually infinite and could include counselor workshops, special
housing programs, special workshops for science/math teachers, or
sex-segregated classes.

c.
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2. Concentratinz on women with above average aptitude and
motivation. Realistically, professional careers in science-related
areas require intellectual ability, an adequate background derived
from math and science.courses, and more than average motivation. In
fact, having completed' advanced mathematics and Science courses
successfully is probably a good indicator of ability and.motivation.
Although there *is a controversy about the measuring of aptitude and
ability (Prediger and Hanson, 1976; Schmidt and Hunter, 1974), it
seems feasible to determine Wbether individuals have at least
average ability or are highly motivated by utilizing either stall%
dardized test scores, grade point averages, or the courses chosen
and completed.

Many Studies have shown a relationship between 'career commit-
ment in general and measures of accomplishment and/or aptitude (e.g.,
Hoyt and Kennedy, 1958 and Tyler, 1'964). Further, a higher level of
aptitude.appears to be related to the choice of nontraditional
careers, e.g., those occupations dominated by males (e.g., Astin,
1971). Consequently, it would appear that intensive and/or expensive
programs should concentrate on women who have either a high ability
or who have taken the necessary requisite course or overtly express
an interest in science.

This hypothesis was substantiated by the projects: the
more successful strategies /projects utilized a motivated,population,
while the ones judged less effective did not. For example, the
Kansas workshops invited only women that had been selected for
admission to KU, Oklahoma University requited active motivation to
apply, as did Michigan Tech: 4n the other hand, the two studies
categorized as "possibly negative" reported severe problems get-
ting young, women of adequate ability; and one report contained
reservations about the participants' motivations. The majority
of the studies reporting no results had no special requirements
regarding either the motivation or aptitude of the participants.

One indicia of motivation may be found in the participant
selection procedures: University of Missouri at Kansas City,
University of Oklahoma and Michigan Tech all had self-selection
procedures; only those individuals who wanted to participate
attended. On the other hand, some of the projects had more or less
captive participation; the intervention was.administered in class-
rooms, or. the entire class, participated.

The self-selection, of course, provided a strong experimental
bias toward success, and mitigated any conclusions about the inter-
vention itself. However, .ince the aim of further implementation is
to bias. the projects toward successful outcomes, voluntary participa-
tion may be a judicious procedure.

.1.Z3
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3. Using workshops as a format for the intervention. Although
it is very possible that the sgleotion procedures for the workshops
was a greater determinant of outcome than the format, the hypothesis
is proposed that cdrcentrated "liv461=1:11", workshops may be effective.
These workshops may offer a wide-Vari'ety.of activities as "in the
University of Oklahoma, Michigan Tech and KU projects, may be the

,-oore enjoyable and effective format to provide support and information
for young women interested in science.

4. Encouraging participant interaction. SoCial psychology
would predict that other per,sons sharing similar outlooks and .

attitudes could provide reeaforcement for women choosing nontradi-
tional careers and/or lifestyles. The projects provided some evi-
dence for this assumption. The live-in workshop, where partici-
pants with similar interests' spent concentrated periods of time
together, provided a perfect environment to obtain thtse rewards.
In the special math class, informal tutoring at the noon hour was
available and provided the same opportunity. On the other hand,
the larger class situations and/or media presentations were gen-
erally less successful and did'not provide an opportunity for
participant interaction. The Goucher prolect entailing basic
science research did provide this atmosphere, but participants
reported that they did not form any new, friendships:

5. Using sustained contact periods. When the treatment
did not require intense concentration and work, the longer periods
of time for ad:.Ministration of the treatment appeared to be more
effective, possibly because of the increased opportunity to make
new friends with people sharing similar outlooks. The more success-
ful interventions appeared to require at least eight contact hours;
It is possible that short "one-shot" affairs may not be sufficient
to counteract e:d.sting cultural mores discouragin: women from
choosing-Science-related careers.. However, since some ()trier proj-
ects of greater length did not appear to be successful, careful

examination of related variables should be conducted. The length of .

exposure may begone of the reasons why the media products did not
appear to have a demonstrable effect.

7
% 6. Using role models in as many situations as possible.

Uniformly, role models appeared to be the most effe.ctive component
of some of the projects and we the primary material for the 'media
products. The original connOtaeion of a role model was a person in
a position of influence that:one could identify with; most of di*
projects did incorporate these younger women in mid-level. positions.
In one of the projects containing a mix'of role models, the younger
women were judged'most effective by the participants. In this respect,
then, choosing the role models clos'er inageand only slightly above
the level of aspiration Of the participants may be advisable.

/

The evaluation team, however, feels that there is also real
value in depicting the most successful women of our time. Although
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very few Olen (or men) may be able to identify with thyse outstanding
people, they demonstrate that a woman can "make it," tffey area. 1

source of pride for the women, and may serve as an inspiration.
Wonsequently, a mix of age groups and levels of accomplishment (as
well as lifestyles, ethnicity and so on) is recommended.

The area of concentration of the role models did not appear
to have any impact; the more.impbsttant factor was that'they genuinely
enjoyed their work and their lives.

7. Using "hands-on" experiences. In many of the projects,
various types of hands-on experiences were used. Very frequently,
these were engineering or science projects. These activities were
rated highly by the participants. They appeared to be most effec-
tive when they were group-proje4s, continuing over a period of
time, e.g., when they facilitated the formation of social relation-
ships. Also the active participation in these and other activities
appeared to enhance the effectiveness of every kind of 'intervention.

8. Segregating some activities by sex. Although in theory,
as well as in practice, sex-segregated classes might be. considered
counter productive since women live and work in a world with men, a
consistent. comment on the part of many cif the participants was that
they preferred all-female seminars. This comment extended-to a
preference for female tutors in math. The young women commented that
they felt 'more free to ask (what they considered) "duMb" questions,
to appear as "bright" as they are,, and to discuss their-personal
life and ambitions. Consequently, although a sad commentary on
Socialization and peer pressure, sex-segregated classes appear to be
'useful in situations where remediation skills or personal questions'
are'involved. These classes, however, could incorporate methods to
lead to more open discussions with male peers and parents, once
the women have gained self-confidence and support from their same-
sex peers.

9. Emphasizing the social contribution of science. One of
the myths of science-related careers, not directly dispelled in any
of the projects we observed, is the absence of emphasis on social
importance and social, interaction in science careers, e.g., scientists)/
engineers were frequently not portrayed as persons with extensive
social/environmental concerns and responsibilities who interacted
with .the community. Since women are reputed to be very interested in
social welfare, emphasizing the input of science to the_well-being of
society, and a deep involvement with people, might enhance the
desirability Of the profession. Moreover, the greater the number of
scientists whose interests supercede "the testtUbe," the greater the
potential impact of sdientists on society in area other than technology.

Consequently, we would recommend,, on the basis, of the explX..,,,,40.
rience gained by these projects, further examination of a fonitiat

where able and motivated young women, having some interest in
science, gather fora workshop having tke ingredients Of role
models, handq-on experiences, and the opportunity for new friend-,

12r-
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Ships. This format is quite similar to the existing Student Science
Training rogram,* which still does. not have full participation by
females, and has a demonstrated success rate in turning out scien-
tists (Vidulich, Christman, Drake and Kirk, 1976), e.g., about 50
percent of the feffiales participating in these prograps ekpressed
career aspirations in science.

Similar experiences could be provided for both college and
graduate students. David (1971) concluded that "earning a doctorate
is the factor that most equalizes the women to the men in science
and engineering," in terms of employment, salary and contribution
to their field (p. 222). However, of students entering graduate
school, possibly twice as many men as women actually complete the
degree. If the doctorate is an equaliziw-factor in employment;
salary and accomplishment, special programs to encourage completion
(and to contribute to the supply of role models and female faculty.
members) should be conducted. Theseprograms might include female
colloquium, particular speakers, support groups, internships, work-
shops and seminars or nationally'conducted week-long seminars for
female graduate students.

10. Removing institutional barriers to female Participation
in science careers. Although the NSF projects were not directly con-
cerned with overt discrimination, many observations regarding the'
obstacles they presented became apparent to t'he evaluation team.

Not only do women putsuing nontraditional careers encounter
social, barriers, they frequently encounter institutional harriers.
Even those schools professing equal opportunity for financial aid,
intern programs, etc., frequently have not adapted them to the spe-
cial needs of women. This discrimination, and,misinformation,
starts very early and continues through her educational and job
career, and has to be a discouraging factor even to highly motivated
women having superior ability. For example, assistantships in
scienci have positive effects on the junior and senior science

smajows. It not only serves as a financial aid, it is interpreted

as 2"vote of confidence" and serves to increase interest, exposure
and expertise in their areas. Assistantships also provide addi-
tional encouragement to go to graduate school,_and usually provide,
a closer relationship with a faculty member. Assistantships to
declared science majors may improve the retention rate and result in
more women attending graduate school in science. Yet discrkmination

.*The Student, ence Training Program sponsored by NSF has
the basic gOal "et p oviding talented students learning opportuni-
ties above and beyon those normally available in most formal science
education programs" (NSF, 1975). Typically this involves high school
junior living on a college campus for a period of time during the
summer.'
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in granting fellowships is common. Fon example, consistently less
than 3'1)ercent of NASA fellowships go to woment(about twice the

rejection.rate for females as males), and about 18:7 percent of NSF
fellowships went, to,wamen in 1972-73 (Nies, 1976).

3. Career Education P'I .

(There are a virtual plethora of problems associated with
current practices in career education. These include sex stereotyping
of careers in literature and media, lack of awareness of alternative
careers and lifestyles, sex-biased counseling, and so on. However,
two appear to be especially relevant for science-related careers.

.

Increasing the education in science and math has many
benefits for all women, whether'orinotthey choose a career in
these fields. It allows for greater perceived control of their
environment, and provides them with a.backgrounTadequate for a
wide variety of careers. In the area of general career and science
education, we recommend:

1. Differentiating between career education-and programs
to encourage women to choose science as a career. This conclusion
is drawn from the recommendations to.concentrate on women who have
already expressed an interest in science_and/or who have taken the
necessary courses bey the'senior hie level. However, some general
encouragement maybe necessary to obtain-,;hese prerequisites; e.g.,.
prior to that time, career education courses.-for all students is
important. Utilizing some of t e media products and portions of
the Kansas apd Policy Studies- ograms to make yOung women aware
that science is a career optic and to encourage them, to obtain
the, necessary background (e.g , math_and ,fence) to keep those
career options open is.impor nt prior, to the senior high level.
These program's could be done.inexpensively; reach a large number
of students, do not necessitate "special" programs for women, and
become part of the career education classe in the school systems.
These programs could incorporate the "lif style" considerations of-
a career.

2. Emphasizing the importance of continuing mathematics
preparation. Since mathematics appears to be,the "critical filter"-,
to a wide variety of occupations it is imperative that females

4114continue these courses in order to keep their. career options open.

A great many methods in assisting women in mathematics ,are

'involved. These include -developing innovative methods of t ching
math adapted to the typical strengths of females, offering ial

. tutorial/remedial courses, math anxiety counseling,and emphasizing
an awareness of the effect of discontinuing math education.



C. Job and Educational Reentry Programs

Thirty-seven percent of women with children under six years
of age and 50 percent of women with children between the ages of
\six and 17 were-working in 1975. Since a majority of these women
choose to remain out of the labor market for the first years afterthe birth of a child, these figures indicate that many women reenter
the labor market after some period of economic inactivity. These .

women are typically re-employed in jobs that do not utilize their
full potential, and jobs that typically are lower paying. This
underemployment is.more acute for the woman entering the labor marketthan for women who are continuously employed.

The woman attempting to reenter th' labor market faces a
multitude of, problems and adjustments. First, her technical skills
and theoretical understanding ,c).f her field may be outdated. This
problem may be addressed by an additional educational experience.
Second, her confidence in her ability to getor hold a challenging
job may be diminished. She may not know how to interview for a
job. She-may have many rogistical problems, such as arranging for
child care, transportation and dinner each night. She. may t have
the support of her family and friends. She may be afraid of
failure (or success). She may face very real discrimination on the,pea of employers. Consequently, the transition to work after a
period'of unemployment includes a dramatic change in lifestyle for
herself and. her family, and a change in her perception of her role.

After the childbearing years, many women want or need to
reenter the labor market, i.e., they vent to transition to work.
For many women, this transition may include completing en adVanced
degree, OF acquiring specificlob'related skills. Considering the
"underemplbyment,and underutilization of the talents of these groups,
the type-of assistance given these women is important. Therefore,we redommend:

L. Concentrating on underemployed women. It is suggested
that reentry programs for mature women might utilize.already workihg,
but underemployed, women. Updating the skills of women already in
the labor force might alleviate problems in recruitment and
placement. These women would have already adjusted their family
arrange 'ients to meet their work schedules, and have shown that
they are motivated for employment. 'They may be currently under-
employed, e.g., rather than capitalizing on, their scientific skills,,
they may be working as secretaries, sales personnel or other jobs
unrelated to their training. The majbr obstacle to this approach
would be that their families may bea ccustomed to or dependent on
the additional income, and a period out of the labor force to update
their skills may impose an economic lardship for them, unless
financial assistance is provided.

123 d-
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One successful approach is the current.affirmative actionprogram .'the Food and Drug Administration. All males and females
without opporttinities for advancement are eligible for,an,on-the-job training and work release time for school in order to be qualifiedas an inspector. Normally a heavy science background is required for,this position. The programenables advancement into a science -related career without initial salary penalty.

2. Considering employment prospects in the locale. It wouldappear logical to,fund programs to update skills in areas where
the labor demand is not abnormally low. That is,,it is not cost -effective to prepare women for jpbs that aren't available; andwould be a discouraging' experience for those women, and can elicit
adverie Community-reaction among unemployed males and their dependents. -

3. Funding projects to update job related skills. While.these programs are typically expensive, it appears that some
assistance to women to update their skills maybe necessary. One -of the side benefits of these programs may be that it allows for a moregradual adjustment'to a working environment.

4. Making special'seminars, Workshops and counseling available.
Since the majority of these women will have, to makNoersonal and
familial adjustments to accommodate their-new schedules, and job
demands, special programs to,help them overcome the perceived
barriers and obstacles associated with employment could help to
increase the success rate of these reentry programs. That is, a
woman's ability to_get and hold a job, even though she has adequate
skills, may be'dependent on her attitudes,and motivation for'work,
i.e., her readiness. It is recommended that assistance in 4developin appropriate job readiness profile be a omponent of all
reentry prog ams.

D. Administrative Recomm%dations

1.. Improving'the quality
There are several ways'to attempt
research. These include (a) most
technical assistah;e, and (c) use
term follow7qp.

of the experimental research.
to improve the quality'of the
selective funding, (b) providing
standardized measures and long-

a. More selectivity in funding. Overall, thetwality of
the projects, as experiments, could have been improved. One factor
was the circulatiofi of tie announcement of the availpility ofsupport for these projects. Most of the project d0ectors reportedlearnng about the program From the flier received at a dean's

,officel. Consequen4y, only a very few ,proposals were received and
very few requests for funding were rejected. A better mechanism of
disseminating information to prospective applicants should be
'developed.

0
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A concomitant opservation is the, ditflfence in results

obtained by experienced researchers and those with less experience in
experimental design. That is, all of the project direttors appeared
to be committed to increasing career option4 for women, and to have
strong backgrounds in science. Most, however, did not have an
extensive background in experimental design and evaluation, adequate,
knowledge of control group procedures and statistical analysis.
The results of only two 'projects, although not confirming the hypoth-
esis, allowed some degree toi confidence in the outcome. However,
there are many benefits to providing 1 wide spectrum oflindividuals.
These include increased capability by personnel to conthict such
projects, increased Commitment to women's projects, and possible
beneficial effects to the participants... Therefore, a conscious
strategy should be developed regarding the importsoce`,of reliable
experimental results. Should itbe decided that confidence in the
experimental results is important; some percentage of the project
directori should have a demonstiated capability in project management,
experimentation, and evaluation.

b. Providing technical assistance 'to the project directors.
NSF has traditionally adopted a "hands-bff" po10,cy to grantees'.
While this policy has many advantages, providing:tECIulical assistance.
in evaluation procedures and instruments to those project directors

requesting it might mitigate against the technical problems encountered
in many of the projects.

If the current "hands -off'! policy toward grantees is maintained,
a brief project directors handbook;.containing a'description of
commonly occurring batriers to the-impl*mentation of, both the
project and the experimentation/evaluation is recommended. The

case studies do not serve this purpose well because (1) .the case
studies are too long, (2) are not4necessarilyperceiyee as re vant
to project needs, and,(3) may notbe fair to the individual project
revieted, since they were written.for other purposes.

This booklet could contain, for example, an bverview'of
problems et ntered when dealing:with recruiting, working in the

public s'cho 1 systems, or in developing evaluation, instruments.

.

ng stardized evaluation tools and long-term tracking.
projects are to be continued to encouragOwomen to

related careers and the independent measure'fsa,.'
fny kind, the evaluation team recommends that

c. U
If experiment
choose science
questionnaire
reliable and
directors. E

alidated instruments be provided for use by the project,
ch of the projects has designedt'least one such

insttument, and the best items could be Chosen and Validated from
this pool or one of the better validated ones, such as that used
by ACT, could be used. It is felt that a standard unit of measure-
ment could be developed for all similar projects. Even if a
project wanted to have additional .:dependent measures, at last a

1
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compariSon, either of-the project outcome or its evaluation methodology,
would then be possible. It isirecognized that a single instrument may
not be appropriate for all types of experimental designs and that

4, the use of a validated instrument will insure neither superior ex-
perimental nor evaluation procedures.

.

2. Coordinating intergovernmental activities and delineating
activities. There are several federal agencies currently working
in the area of career education with some emphasis on women. These
include the Women',4 Educational Equity Act (0E/HEW), Education and
Work Group (NIE), Office of Career Education (HEW), and the American
Association for th le.,\ Advancement of Science, Office of _Opportunities

-in Science. Ideally, full sharing of resources should occur. In
addition, some agreement about areas of concentration might be

.

.possii4e. 'For example, NSF fight foci, on high ability women interested
in science, and onri assist Office of Career Education in making"unger
women aware of nontraditional career opportunities. Further,Itt/HEW
is alreadyplannirigzdissemination activities for similar programs
and NSF could add their material to this clearinghouse.

3. Continuing eADerimental activities by NSF and disseminating
knowledge about its programs. In addition to the increase in knowledge
gained by the experimental projects, the team has observed some
psychological. benefits just from the existence.of'the program. Even
the participants commented that they were impressed that "somebody"
was interested in their careers. Further, in the current climate-
of the women's movement and the possible defeat of the ERA, the
existence of federal interest and support is imperative for the
morale of the pe6ple committed to career/life options for women. HOw7
ever, the evalUation team feels that a great'many benefits in
formulating, effective policy would be derived by continuing in the
experimental mode, both.to NSF, as well as to other agencies. That
is, building on the present experience could enhance knowledge
about...effective methods of implementation.

4. Including specific programs for minority women. In
neither the women's projects, which typically contained no minority
women, nor in the minorities projects, where womeq subjects were
not identified, were the special problems of minority women addressed.
It is recommended that minority women should be given special atten-
tion and special_ programs` should be initiated if they continue to
"fall between the cracks" of existing programs (cf. Malcom, 1976).

Attending to continuity/institutionalization of funded
effort Ideally, there should be no need for women's offices and
progra as separate entities, e.g., these efforts should be in-

,corporated and integrated into every level of the existing structures.
Further, one specific aim of research/demonstration projects is
their contitcation by the institution in the absence of special
funding. In order to facilitate both continuity and institutionalization-

1 3
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we recommend gpecial attention to utilizing existing and ongoing
structures as a basis for the activities, such as sor94ities
of black women, professional associations, PTAs, etc. Where these
are not available, the program should be cognizant of"tontinuation
problems prior to initiation, and should plan to "institutionalize"the prOgram. One way of doing this is to make the program con-
cretely benefit the parent institution (e.g.,' increased enrollment,
increased visibility, legal compliance, etc.).

t'
6. Dissem

tsnating
the developed materials. Some of the

Projects have engaged in fiLtful activities
to disseminate their

"products." These appear to be successful. However, since these
have occurred through different outlets, a compilation of these
activities might be .produced by W. Several projects overlapped
in the materials developed (e.g., Policy Studies and Kansas) and
other project products (e.g., thefilm and media packets) could be
used co-joihtly in the context of other prdgrams. A compilation of
all projects designed to encourage women to choose science as aweer could be an aid to science teachers and career educators to
shoos- t e material most appropriate for their classes. These

ials could be made available to a variety of clearinghouses,
c libraries and school libraries.

7. Investigating additional intervention strategies. We
also recommend experimental investigation of several areas not
covered by these projects. These are the study of the effects of
aggregation, males in science establishment, and the effect of
"significant others," including peer and social group pressure.

pub

a. Systematic examination of the effects of aggregating
women students. A recent article in Science (Tidball and .Kistiakowsky,
1976) reported that-the undergraduate institutions from which women
have gone on to receive doctorates are different from the institu-
tions preparingk'men for doctorates. The. authors concluded that
"women who subsequent1,4:received doctorates were more likely to have
graduated from institutions that enroll large numbers of women
students, had a long and continuous history of women graduates who
attained doctorates and offered strong academic preparation in
several areas of study." Since many schools enrolling women offer
strolo preparation in several area's, the distinguishing characteristic
Of these institutions preparing vomen fir nontraditiodal roles
appears to be, their long and con6t4Uous history of female representation.

To describe the effects of grouping a certain proportion
of these women, a construct might be developed involving "critical
mass" or "critical proportion." The construct implies that once
this numbit or proportion is reached, the recruitment and retention

-of-the group becomes a selfsustaining and self-perpetuating system.

s
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Once a criticaliihuMber or given pxoportion of women partici-
pate in a nontraditional activity, an examination of the need for
speci ecruiting/retentioniprograms should be performed. In
fac , it may result in an ever increasing rate of participation.

Conversely, another/investigation should determine whether
the absence of the critical number or percentage may produce a
situation where efforts must be COntinuously expended to recruit
and retain these groups, si9ce the history of unsuccessful par-
ticipation acts as a 4iscOuraging factor, e.g as the retention
rate drops because of,a feeling of isolation, fewer will be attracted.

r b. Systematic. examination of attitudes of males. .There is
`,undeniably still a great deal of,4ziert.and covert discrimination
against women, pursuing science. The guardians of the profession are
predominantly male. We recommend examination not only of the attitudes
of thelnale science establ4hment toward females in these_Rrofessions,
but the circumstances that could occur to influence their attitudes
toward the participation of women. Dr. Janet Brown, head of the
Office of Opportunities in Science at AAAS, has strongly suggested
that such research be conducted by an eminent male atentist.

c. Examination of the effect of significant others on women.
Since the problems involved, in occupational segregation are similar

to normative deviance, we recommend examining the influence of: .

6arents
school personnel
male peers
female peers

Admittedly, a multitude of studies have attempted to examine
the most important influences on female scientists. Unfortunately,

most of them have been retrospective; e.g., asking women to recall
-/ what was important to them 20 years ago. This type of researchi

has several disadvantages: perspectives change over years, especially
regarding events that were not consciously considered at .the time.
Examination of these factors in real time would be more advantagous,
and might, as in the ACT study, indicate important changes in
perceptions over years. Further, several of the present experiments
included thes4-grdups, but none was successful in gauging their
impact on the female students. If tRese are successful, the long
range benefits of these programs would likely be more cost-effective.'

IP
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ALTERNATIVE INTERVENTIONS

There are many parrierS to account for the lack of participa-
t1n By women in nontraditional science careers. Thee psychological,
sociological and institutional barriers have been systematically
laid out by Dr. Smith'at the University of Kansas (1976). His.
delineation of the barriers is given,in Table 1.

There are a wide'iariety of..Anterventions or treatments which
may serve'to overcome these barrierg and to encourage women to choose
science-related careers. These vary by age group, comprehensiveness
and area of focus. Generally speaking, pAograms for young women may
be considered career education and are less specific to science.
Further, programs offered in earlier years may be considered as
recruitment, while programs for corlege age may concentrate on
support and retention.

Many of the potential programs listed below are not within
the charter constraints of the National Science Foundation. Because
it isfelt that a sustained effort, reaching each female as con-
tinuously as possible throughout her formative may be necessary
to counteract society's socialization processes, many programs are
listed.

The list of programs is divided by educational level. The
assumption underlying these programs is given first. The list is not
complete, and is-intended to act as a "working draft," and is laid
out in Table 2.

Al
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TABLE 1

Barriers Proposed as Affecting Career
Choice of Women

Role Conflict (Career Person versus Parent)

1. Women feel a long-term commitment to a career interferes with
raising preschool children.

2. Women feel a long-term commitment to a career interferes with
raising a family.

3. Women feel that their basic responsibility is raising the
children in-our society.

Role Conflict (Career Person Versus Spouse)

4. Women feel that a husband's sudcess is more important than a
wife's success. .

5. Women feel they should adjust their career goals in order not
to interfere with their husband'.s success.

6. Women are not free to move to new locations as career oppor-
tunities open in their field.

omen feel a strong career commitment interferes with a happy
rriage.

Family's and/or Friends' Opposition to a Career

8.

9.

Lack of

People who are important in a woman's life (that is,
and friends) believe a woman's place is in the home.
People who are important in a woman's life-,(that is,
friends) do not think it is appropriate for a woman
a professional career.

Opportunity (in Jobs)

family

family and
to pursue

10. Women who are trained in science fields do not have as many
job opportunities as men.

11. Women have 04110een informed of job openings in traditionally
male science careers.

12. Women are not as aware as men of the variety of available science
careers.

Lack of Opportunity (in Education) . 9

. 13. Women with math and science ability do nothave the same educa-
tional opportunities as men. For example, women have more
difficulty getting into medical school than men.

14. Senior high women are discouraged from pursuing the science -and.
math courses which would prepare 'them to pursue science majors
in college. 4

1 ',J;;
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
111,Fear of Success-

15. Women fear the consequences of being highly successful in their
careers.

16. Women do not want jobs thatpinvolve professional responsibility
and commitment.

Lack of Professional Support

17. Women scientists are out of the mainstream of important pro-
fessional contacts.

18. Women who are scientists are not supported and, not kept informed
by fellow professionals. For example, women do not receive up-
to-date information about research possibilities.1

Perceived Lack of Ability

19. Women do not feel competent enough in math andiscience areas.
20. Women believe the stereotype that they do not have a natural

bent for solving problems and therefore do not have a natural
ability to-be scientists.

5)
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ALTERNATIVE INTERVENTIONS
TABLE 2

*Assumption
Elementary School

Programs High School College

Knowledge that 1. Use of nonsex 1. Use of nonsex 1. Workshops and
science-related stereotyped de- stereotyped de- seminars por-
careers'are open picting of occu- pictions of oc- traying profes-
to women is a pations in cupations in sional woMep5.4.n
prerequisite for printed material printed matter science eau-tiers
pursuing those and "career day"
careers 2. Programs to programs 2. Increase in .

reach elementary number of
school teachers 2. Programs to female science
and adminis- reach high school professors
trators teachers, admin-

istrators, and
3. Efforts to especially
eliminate current counselors

)

sex role spe-
cialization in 3. Efforts to
school systems eliminate cur-

rent sex role

specialization
in the school
systems

Graduate Reentry Post. Employment

Many women capa-
ble of pursuing

science-related
careers lodbr
their aspira-
tions because
of, peer. and

parent pres-
sures and con-
cern for popu-
larity.and
future familial
relationships

.% 140

6.1.;

1. Making, males

and females aware
of career alter-
natives

2. Making males
and females aware
of satisfying non--

traditional family
relationships

3. Encouraging
young women to dis-
cuss career options
with their parents

N



TABLE 2
(Continued)

Elementary School
Assumption Programs High School

. College Graduate

Many women fail
to pursue sci-
ence-related
careers because
they fail to
successfully
complete pre-
requisite

mathematics
preparation

1. Programs em-
phasizing long-

. range planning.

including con-
tinuation of
mathematics

2. Innovative
methods of
_teaching math
adapted to, the

strengths of
females

3. Special tu-
torial programa

1. Remedial
math .courses

2. Innovative
teaching
methods

Special tu-
torial programs

Reentry Post Employment

Career' committed
females may
benefit from
special counsel-
ing support
group activities

14

. 1. Identifica-
tion of career

committed fe-
/males

1. Special

counseling and
support groups

2. Special

housing AI



TABLE 2
(Continued)

lipsdmption

Tangible and in-
tangible insti-
tutional bar-
riers discourage
women from vur-
suing.science-
related'careere

Elementary School
Programs High SchO51

I

.<.
College

1. Increasing num-
b9r of undergrad-
uate assistant-
ships

Graduate Reentry Post Employment'

2: Increase 'women,

in coop and intern
programs

e
3. Rewriting

"fellow"ship
brochures

I. Provide more
financial aid

2. Adapt finan-
cial aid provi-
sions to meet'
the needs of
women

4- 3. Increase in
number and status
of female faculty

Increase female 4.4.!Special pro-
faculty grams to, encour-

age Ph.D. com-
pletion

1. Repeal of anti-

nepotism rules

2. Tenure and
fringe benefits
for part-time
emplOyment

3. Split positions
and flexible hours

4. Equalization of
pay scales

Women reenter--
ing labor
market have
special needs

144

40

`1. Programs to

update previously
learned skills

2. Special

counseling proi-
grams

3. Assistance in
job placement

14J
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TABLE 2
(Continued)

'Elementary School
Assumption Pr rams High School

Women beginning
o'r continning

formal education
in their mature

'years have
special needs

College GradUate Reentry Post Employment

1. Special voca
tional guidance
programs

2. Use `of CLEP

and related pro
grams

3. Increase in
assistantships

4. Increase in
coop and intern
pfograms

Increasing the
awareness of-the
status-of men
by the working

community will
(1) increase job
satisifaction,
(2), increase the

number of females
in 'the labor

force, and
(3) may a er the

0,tereoty that-
,

employees convey
to their children

14,5 \
r

1. Workshop/seminars
of employees on the
status of women

0 2. Soliciting indus
trial support for
women's programs .
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Institution:

#

inject N'umber:

PrincIpal Investigator:

erieinal Desizn of ....eri=ental Project

A. Rationale of project designed:

B. Stated objectives (hypotheses);

C. Independent variables, (treatments):,.

D. Dependent measures:
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B2.

E. Sample:

Experiment31 Control

L age

2. number.

3. ability in
science

9

4. interist in
science

5. sex

4.

6. other variables
(ethdic, suburban,
etc.)

7. recruitment

procedures

Project IrIplementation

A. Changes, in rationale (if any):

150



3. Changes in goal (if any):

C. Any other procedural deviations (schedules, etc.):

D. Actual sa

number contacted

number participating

number (%) completing
(retention)

factors influencing
. participation and/or
,attrition

k

Participants

B3

'Experimental Control

Mb.

A. Describe any distinguishing characteristics not covered
by "sample":

151_



1. Other comments:

Project Personnel

F

.

Total :umber of personnel ipteracting with participants'

A. Scientific background:

B. Commitment to open career options:

a

4' C. Perceived attractiveness by participants:

O

D. Perceived credibility by prticipants:

E. 'llotivation for instituting project;

F. Eow heard about program:

G. Sex of personnel:

E. Other comments:

15,h
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Type of Comnunication

1. Modalities (print,-ketc.):

2. Format (sequence of presentations, etc.):

3. Actual content ,(reaItsm, etc.):

'4. Relevance of, content to background of participants:

/5. Number of disciplines discussed:,

6. If more thanone,type of communication was used, which
'type was most effective?.

7. Which (content area) of each type of communicaation had
most impact:

8. Comments:

4

Institution

I. Type of school (liberal arts, etc.):

0
Geographic location;

3. Degree and type of institutional
supportland con.-itment

at program inception:

153
<
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401
, )

4

4. Adequacy of facilities for conducting 'the project:

5. Possibility for program continuation in absence of
. 'NSF funding:

6. Institutional -ratio of malesffemales:.

0

7. Comments or distinguishing characteristics:.

10/

8. Attitude changes with institution members because ofwith
the p4ogram:

-,
'9. Behavioral changes in institutional members because

of program:.

Cost Variables V

1. Total costper participant (
nu 1,or ba rtIcioants

- total budget

2. Cost and time to prepare course materials:

.program cost-cost to b7e7nre)
3. Cost te administrate

number Of participants

4. Cost to use if nunber of participants were increased:

154
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5. Cost to reuse with sane nunber of participants:

,

6.. Time commitment by participants:

ar

7. Cost in ,comparison to alternitive,.similar programs:
,

7\
Overall Evaluation

A.- Program Concention

1. Appropriateness:

ti

2: Validity, and utility in meeting needs:
41P

3. Quality:

4. Priority in face of competing needs:

. Adequacy of experliental design:
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B. Need for Prc^rlm

1. Number of people applicable to:

,

2. Intensity of need of appropriate participants':

3. Projected demand for program at other institutions:

4. Projected support for program (source):

Global Effectiveness of Program (

1. Short term changes:

2. Anticipated long term changes:

MD.

3. Goal attainment

4. Obstacles in donductingyrogram:

5



5. Suggested chanzes ifptogram repeated:

. .-
64 Most effective program component:

7. Least effective program component:

8. Most'effective combination of'components:

9. Generalizability and replicability of program:

.10. Dissemination of materials:

11. Comments:

4 A

15
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PARTICIPANT IMPACT SURVEY AND
SAMPLE COVER LETTER
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DENVER RES,CI I -INSTITUTE

coLogAIDose,,,NA,iyUNIVERSITY OF DENVER
ATI

UNIVERSITv PARK DENVER. COLORADO 80210

Industrial Economics Division

Dear Ms.
s.

June 9, 1976

In the summer of 1974 you. participated in Summer Engineering for
Women at the University of Oklahoma. That *project was funded as part
of an experimental program. The Denver Research Institute is conduct ng
a study to examine the impact of these projects, and to recommend the
kinds of projects that best serve to encourage women to choose math,
scienoe or .engineering as a career.

. We would appreciate it if yo'u could take a minute to fill-out the
encloSed postcard to help us in our efforts to recommend, the most
effective projects for women.-

tEnclosure

e.-

4..

t

Sincerely,

/ Alma Lantz, Ph.D:
Research Psychologist

Industrial Economics Division

. PROJECT

ba

NAME YES .:;0

1. I am'now taking a math or scieriCe class
. . . [ J.most likely_would have without program.'. . ( ) ( !

2: I am now tanning on a career in masin/science ) )

I mikst like v would have without prikrsm. . . ( [ j

9. I airflow pla ning on a different career as a
result of the program

J
I 14. Tl most positive aspects of the program were:

5. .The less influentiaspects of the program were:
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Its
COLOR ADVSEM NARY

OIZ.UNIT; E RC-31 T V. QIENNTE
DF V1.411. ESP:ABC:III INSTITUTE

UN,JPVERSITY PARK DENVER, COLORADO 80210

Industrial EconosniCs Dts ision

Dear "project diiector":

We are enclosing a copy of tie "independent impact slUrvey
form" that we have sent. to the list of participants that you gave
and a copy of the cover letter acc mpanying- the form. We doiiiot
feel that the questions on the postcard will be objectionable
to you.

We'also' have one final favor to ask. We have enclosed a
copy of the summary sheet we a e using for eati4roject., .We would
appreciate,it if you could als complete it and return it to us as
soon as possible. Your respon e y add fresh insights into our
observations and will correct, any errors we Might have made. If
you have any questions, please call us collect at either 303/7534 ,6

6tor 753-3301.

We really appreciate your time in this last request.

AL:tk
Enclosure

cc: Dr. Anita West
Ms. Joan Callanan

Sincerely,

Alma Lantz

Industrial- Economics Division

1U
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SELECTED EXISTIs:C ALTERNATIVE OkkEER FROGRAMS.FOR WOMEN /,'

04

or

J

ecial Pro rar. for Women

The Womd enter
rd College

606 W. 120th-Street
New York, NY 10027
godrIct: Jane Gould

212/280-2067

M.

F

The Women's Centerat Rarnard,College devotes itself to
reaffirming the dignity, autonomy, and equality of women. The
Women's Cegter hopes to contribute to the dialog about he problems,
the place, and the potential Of women in4contemporary life; to help

",.....

4
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develop new bonds between a college and women away from college; and
to give fresh insigi;r for under4riouates about_what it means to bea woman in mod-ern tires. They maintain resource mat als for the
students on options and the various careers available tNthez

Wider Opportunities for Women Centel-
1649 K Street, 4th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006

''Contact:. Nancy Rigby, Betsy Cooley
202/638-4868

I
.Formerly called-the Washington Opportunities for Women

Center, this women's center has been in existence for ten years
as an informatton and career counseling center. They have'recently
begun publicaokion of Women's Work, withWhich they are expanding
their services to provide soUrces, for practical news a,f-d-ideas
about job realities for women. The main thrust of theCenter is
toward job- counseling and training aimed at integrating women into
the workforce more equitably. the Center pravides/job counelingfor professional women and has extensive programs enabling women
to obtain vocational job training and placement both traditional
and/non-traditional fields. In these programs, not only help
obtain training and placement, but also help stnsit e super-
visors, management, fellow workers and the women themselves to
what they can expect especially with women in fion-traditional careers.'
The Center is presently trying-to organise a toalltion of similar
programs across the country to share and exchange idformation andresources.

Business and Professional, Women's Foundation (BPW)
2012 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.

2.- Washington, D.C. 20036

BPW Foundation will start a revolving loan fUnd for women engineering
students to assist woman in obtlaining graduate engineering degrees.
This program was announced recently by the Eusiness and Profesional
Women's Foundation.' The Exxon Education Foundation made a 5100,000
grant. to the Foundation to assist in starting the program: "Only
one percent of)'Elle professional engineers in this country are women,"
said Maxine R. Hays, President of the 1-'2W Foundition Trustees.
"WogElfare only five percent of the enrollment in- engineering de-

, gree programs. The BPW Foundation is encouraging more women to
become engineers and one important w.aY that can. be accomplished
is.to'make financial assistance available." Loans amounting to
$70,000 annually will be made to women accepted for masters' level cb
study-at universities accredited by the Engineers Council for Pro-
fessional Development. Working with the Society'of Women Engineers,,

6 0
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the BPW Foundation will distributformation about the loanprogram to engineering sc-hogls and wcren who are presently employedin engineering or who are unJergraduate

engineering students.A selection committee to review applicants for engineering studyioans will include representation from the Foundatidn, the Societypf Women-Engigneers and the general public. -Loans up,to $2,000
for gne year will be granted.

Women'slnternational Infortation and Communication Servic (ISIS)Via della Pelliccia 31
00153 Rome, Italy
Coptacg; Judy Sidden

ISIS

1915 Glenwood-
Raleigh, NC 27608

A new Women's'International
Information and CommunicationService has been oranized to serve the world -wide feminist community.The four primary goals of ISIS ate information dissemination anddocumentation, information organization, continued dialogue aboutwomen's issues on an internatioial basis. and coordination and co-operation among women on projects of an internationaconcern.The work tasks are viewed in'two main categories -- information

organization and dissemination and the development of communicationoetworks among women. Among the proposal planners and endorsers ofISIS are Brsigaiia Bam, head of the Women's Desk,'Unit III, World
Council oPChurdlies; Sylvia Talbot, Episcopal- Supervisor, AfricanHethodistEpiscopal Church; Jessie Bernard, sociologist,,NationalTostitutgiof Education; Robert Cramer, Director of Resources forcommumibation and Elise Boulding, sociologist, Institute of Be-bavioral Science, University of Colora .

Women Doing Research -

American Psyc,14,logical'Assoodation (APA)
Workshop conducted by CommiA,ee on Women in Research
Susan Sacks, Barnlid College
ROsa Vaughter, Fo dham ih

-This APA workghop was designed to comm unicate and utilizeeach participant's
resources, and attempted to share expertise,ides s and strategies. .Participants ic the workshop articulated

\
bars iers to research achievement and strategies for overcoming
those ba,triers. The purposes,of the workshop were to (1) identify
internal (psychological) and external (institutional and social)barriers to the proActOity,

achievement, personal satisfaction,and professi nai'development-of women researchers:'(2) to exchangeinformation c ncerning developed strategies which are effective

00A
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against these barriers; (3) tp initiate a network of communicationamong women researchers; and (4) to communicate participanp recom-mendations and suggestions for action.

Introduction to Engineering Program for High School GirlsCollege of Engineering

University of Wisconsin ir
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
CONTACT: Lois B. Greenfield,

)
608/262-2473

2

The Introduction to Engineering Program f,or High School.Girls is a summer program "designed to introcuce qualified highschool women to facets of the engineering
profession and to en-, courage them to consider engineering as a'career.:' Eligibilityfor the program requires three years of high school, two years ofhigh school math, one year of science beyond general science, andacademic standing in the upper 20 percent-of the student's class.Applicants Who had a great-deal of knowledge about engineeringthrough participation in similar programs were not generally

accepted into the program.
of,

The program involves a one-week in-residence introducti4n
to the specific fields of

engineering offered by tile college. Thisintroduction took the form o lectures and tours of facilitiesbymembers of the college facilty, and literature pertinent to thespecific fields. Extensiire use,,was made of realistic role 'modelsand hands-op experiences; (The women were able to program a computer,make castlikgs in the foundry', etc.)

Extensivl background information was taken on each woman and_questionnaires were filled out by the students both before and afterthe course. An attempt was made to (determine. the significant factorsin creating an-awareness of or an interest in science fields, notonly within the program but also in the student's hope on,schoolenvironment.
40 <7:

Suggestio15 from participants for improving the program in-cluded having more tours anddenonsgrations;
having:lore "doing"

iexperiencgsl'as opposed to passive listening;
involving engineering

\)

students more ct.iely in- the presentations; afti encouraging spea:%ersto communicate more at the level of the participants so they may bemore easily understood. -1

The program's evaluation "tends to indicate that for-theseselect Young women, a, program such as this is influential in helping
- young women goose an engineering career.".-

A
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Operating funds for the program are supplied by the University($25 per student) and each participan't contributes $25 toward
dormitory housing and Meals for the weekr-

Math for Girls

Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720,
CONTACT: ,Nancy Kreinberg

415/642-4193
o

,e

Math for Girls is a program.involving eight-week tuition
courses %Ada the purpose. of introducing girls to hands-on experiences
in logical thinking and problem' solving to stimulate, their curiosity
and interest in mathematics: PuZzles, games and computer activities
show a side of mathematics that can be fun as well as challenging.

Stimulus for the program came from the low enrollment of
female students in the Hall's classes in physical and life science,,

computer science and mathematics. The courses are taught by female
students at the University who are enrolled in n'1 therligtics and computerviolence. They are selected and trained on the b sis of their interest
and ability in mathematics, and their desire to act as role models, of
woten in mathematics for their students.

Throughout the course, time is set a ide for dipcussion of
girls' competency and interest in science a, emlEics, and the
stereotypic ettitudeS that can result in limited career expectations
for women. The importance of electing science and mathematics courses
in high school is stressed, since avoidance of suchcourses severely
restricts an individual's choice. of college major.

The program is still experLimWfitar and does wit as yet have
an valuation process built in. Presently, they have no funding
outside the University, but are seeking such funding to enable them41.
to not only evaluate effectiveness,but

also bring Math for Girls to
the larger-Bay Area community by providing after-school workshops in
selected areas.



Des.

Simmons College
Boston, Massachusetts
ODNTACT: Ann Bryant

617/238-0410

Simmons College.has a program funded by a large grant from
the Carnegie Foundation for women employed in the banking industry.
This program is directed toward women who do not have S.A: degrees
and is designed to teach management p?i,nciples and give them skills
needed to succeekin the banking industry. Theicourse consists of
weekend seminars leading to a B.A.,degree.

6

' Project Equality--Expanding the,Occupational
Highline School District 1401
15675 Ambaum Soulevard'Southwest

Seattle, Washington 98166,
CONTACT: LaRae Glennon

206/433-2365

Perceptions of Girls

The goal of this program, which deals with both secondary
and primary students, is to expand the occupational perceptions of
girls. Their objectives in attaining this goal include developing
occupational simulations for the primary grades (to demonstrate
both sex's abilities to perform these occupations); career
exploration experiences, including speakers and simulation experi-
erices, for girls in the secondary grades; developing packets of
activities which suggest practical techniques of countering seX-
stereotyping (role playing, role reversal); and develbping a
bibliography of nonsex biased andfemale role model books.

/
The program has; evaluation instruments designed to. assess

pert tions of occupational-opportunities available (ith,regard to
sex) and inditations of sex-role stereot)%ping. ,Five different in-
struments were used to evaluate the programs Of five grade levels.

%Evaluation of the primary and secondary level programs showed
that significant gains were Made in expanding student's percept,,ions
of occupational opportunities available to females and a reduction
in instances of sex-role stereotyping. Additionally, initial evalua-
tion results ofogecondery level programs suggest an increased knowledgePof the participation of females in society.

Theproject's,first year was funded for overi470,000 by
the State of Washington under Title III of the Elementary and Seconda'y
Education Act of 1965.

1 6 ,
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Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science

Mills College
bakland, Wifornia 94613
Contact: Tenere Blum
415/632-2700

This program, which is funded in part by the San Francisco
-Foundation, was begun in order to increase matheTatical and tech-
nical expertise of women in mariy fields'. A,key feature is to
provide easy access into the mathematics program at Mills College.
Their methods include stimulating interest by weekly seminar
series.featdring invited speakers (predominanAly women);
redesigning math courses so that those with only limited high
pchool background would not .be deterred; designing a nettork
of workshops to deal wTth additj.onal student needs and to provide
a variety of entrance points to the pr m;,providing early
career experiences; and increasing awar ss of career options.

Evaluation of long-term effects is anticipated but not yet
started.

*Women and Careers in Traditionally Male Flields
Institute.oiTechnology
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Contact: Sandra Davis

612/373-2851

This two-year-old program offers a credit course to meet
the needs of women.entering traditionally male career'fields,
eluding engineering, medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine,
architecture, .mathematics, computer science and law. The .program
makes extensive use of role models allowing participants the
opportunity to listen to professional women's'experiences and
asking thetioquestions of what life, pay, and work is like in pro-
fessional careers. tn choosing role models, the program looks for
diversity of.life styles and occupations as well as age.

The program as yet does not have a bxm:1 evaluation,
but in terms of numbers of women students erolling he Institute,
the program appears to have had an impact as the n almost
doubled.

It A
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Catalyst
14 East 60t.h. Street

New York, New York 10022
CONTACT: Miriam Krohn

212/759-9700
1

D8

Catalyst is a national nonprofit organization which develops
and exparibs'career options primarily for college-education women,
with some programs for'undergraduate women and women re-entering the
work force. The group provides-career information and self-guidance
material; helps the employed woman respond effectively to opportunitiesfor upwrd mobility; assists employers with the recruitment, assimila-
tion and upward mobility of women; interprets the seeds of the market-
place and offers services to equip women to meet those needs; and
maintains information for referral to-a national networkof resource
centers for women. They also publish the National Roster monthly.
This roster is a computerized listing of professional woven seeking
employment and is distributed to emplbyers nationwide.

Options for Women, Inc.
8419 Germantown Avenue

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania'19118
CONTACT: Marcia Kleiman

21'5/242 -4955

V

Options for Women is a nonprofit corporation consultation
service for ...:Cmen seeing to expand their career options. Modest
fees are chai6d to cover their operating expenses and vary' according

. to the service.
-

Their.putpose is to aid.wqmen-in defining and clarifying
their career goals and explore the options available to them; they
also help'the community consider alternative career patterns,
recognize 'the varied. 'abilities of women, and create more varied op-
portunities for women.

The program includds individual and group consultations,
vocational interest and aptitude ,tests, a resource libnary, a place-
ment service, and a,consulting service to aid employers,and insti-
tutions in issues dealing with issuesregarding--the hiring -and .

promotion of women.

0
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ple Heights Equity Career Education Program
ple Heights City Schools

5500 Clement Drive

MA:Ile Heights, T-do 44137
CONTACT: Marilyn Hor-ann

216/587-3200, 41E..it. 200

-D9

The objectives of this program are to give le.irners in grades
R through 10 an increased knowled* of careers so that they may make
more reformed decisions, and make students (especially' more
awar of equity and the fact that existing sex bias and sex stereo-
typing limit career choices and career goals, so they will ,be chahenged
to consider alternative _roles and career models.

it

The program uti.14,zes classroom activities, as well as activities
with parents, the community, and business and labor leaders.

An evaluation (by consultants) will be completed,by May 1976
and will determine the change in student's attitudes toward career
Choices and goals. The program has been funded by a $131,000 grant.

Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico a7115
Contact: Charles E. Cackelreas
505/264-1110

Sandia Laboratories, a prime contractor to-she U.S. Energy r
Research and Development Administration, has produced three films on
science and engineering. The first two films dealt with Chicano andf,
Indian Ph.D.'s an science and engineering. The third filh is ,the
first in a series of 6-8 films about women in science and engineering..
The first of this series: is

. - tie door open.0 This film and
the rest of-,the series have the goal of encouraging young women to
consider carers in science and engineering and are directed towas4
junior high school girls. The thrust of ,all the films will be to
provide role moelsiotIlat counteract existing stereotypes. Interviews
were conducted throughout the country to find articulate women of
varying physical and intellectual tpes. Although the films obstensibly'
deal with the professional side of 5cienceand engineefing careers,
there is also considerable discussion about the kinds of problerA
the women faced as girls growing up to a traditionally consfVative
culture.,

V
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Building Effectiv&Thnorit.: Prorl-,,, in eerin Education
Committee on :11horktics in :4in,2ering
Assemblyof EL-14neering
National Research Council ,/

''2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. .20418

D10

This report is the first of a series on minority programs
in engineering education. The committee's work is aimed at increasing
the representation of American Indians, 'Black Americans, Mexican t

Americans, and Puerto Ricans in the-engineering professions. They
hope to accomplish this by providing effective national leadership
and coordinating the various activities best calculated to advance
minority group participation in nistoricaily_uerrepresented

,aRgineering professions. The Committee is made up of representatives
fiCm engineering scho and societies, racial and ethnic organize-

. tions, industry and ernment.

Women in Science and Technology: Careers for Today and' Tomorrow
The American College Zest.ing Program 4

P.O. Box 168
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
Contact: Dille Prediger

319/356-3711

This publication is inten ed to piovide informatidt.for women
on careers in science and tech ogy. Comments from numerous women
already established in rtheir f elds provide some insig t to what
it's like to be a scientist or. ngineer as well as orobl ms en-
countered in beingva woman .in traditionally male fields, 1-e.book-

,

let examines, the maniy varied' fields of science and technology
including suggestions.onisteps young women can take to plan a
successful career. a ,

Math Learning Center

Oregon Mathematics Education Council .1

325 1.3thISt., N.E., Room 301
Salemc Oregon 97301..

3.1

Contact: Barry Mitzrnan

503/3783175

t*

. The Math Learning Center is an experimental program to improve
math education in Oregon with -support from the National Science
Foundation. The program is desi_gnd to .allow teachers to approach
mathematics instruction through nontraditional methods. Another
,program in the sy.4tem offers in-pervice workshops ,for teachers, and

.

1
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Center Report.

has established math r-esource centers. The Council publishes two
periodicals: The Oregon Mathen.itics Teacher and the Math Learning

The Spokeswoman
53 West Jackson, Suite 525
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Contact: Karen Weilisch

Editor and Publisher

r

#.1

Dll

This monthly newsletter reports news about women not usually
covered. by the established mass media. They include news about
education, employment, politics, leislation:4 legal action, welfare,
etc. Their objective is to inform women about what other women
and women's organizations are doing all ,siver the country to win
equal rights and open new opportunities.\

Federation of Organizations for Professiliffr Women
Executive and Research Offic Governmtntal information Office
828 Washington Street ,1346 Connecticut Avenue,/Room 1122
Wellesley, Mass. 02181 Washirigtoni D.C. 20036
617/235-8624 P N202/833-1998

The affiliates 'of the Federation coordinate their energies
and activities to increase women's intellectual and economic inde-
pendence and to advance walen in the pxofessiOns. The organization
is working to attain equal status in professions and ocqupations for

/all women; equal access to training, funding for research, and policy
appointments; equality in hiring, pay, benefits, and promotions, as
well as entrance into professions at all levels; and the sharing of
expertise to promote effective national policy on the status of women.

s
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. FILM BIBLIOGRAPHY

---------flind Who Are You?
30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
Sourc 'University of California/Extension Media Center/Berkeley,
CA 9 20

Description: Hubert S. Q6ffey and Marys Mannes discuss discovery of
one's inner self and the possible conflicts in maintaining one's

4
individuaTtty. One of the series, Choice: Challenge for Modern
Woman.

Title: Choice Chance Inman Dance
44 minutes, color, 1972

.

Filmmaker:, Ed Emshwiller .4--

Description: Purports to "tackle the dilemmas, paradoxes, andChoices available to the middle class woman today . . ."
r

)

Title: Girls and Women Y
s. A series of 10 programs of 30 minutes each

Filmmakers: Selma Odom and Margo Shackson
. t Producer: The University Televiision Center,4

Description: A series which-16-cuses,on the physical and sociological_differences betWben the sexes, the psychology of women, /.:14c.iations-of
'life styles, women's place in history, stereotypes of women andwomen's rights. "

-

Title: Is Perso,;a1 Growth Selfish?
.....

t ,

30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
....--

Source: University of'Californiatension Media Center/Berke ey,CA -94720

Description: Sister Mary Carita, and Anne S'einman discuss women's'grOwth throughout life, blIPOK dependency upon male/and societal
attitudes, and opportunities with "the system." One of the Series;Choice: Challenge for Modern Woman.

title: Margaret Mead
30 minutes, B/W, 19o0, #69,30
Source: niversity.of CaliforniatExtension,Medil Center/Berkeley4CA 94720
Description: Celebrated anthropologist brings the ex rience and
understanding gained from her study of primitive culeNes to a

.lively discussion ofr8ontemporary
worldproble--marriage andmorality, the place f women in modern life, the education of youngpeople, etc.

4
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Film Bibliography (Continued)

Title: Woman's Place?
30 minutes, 16mm, B/W

I E2

Source: Ametioan Association of University Women/2401 Virginia Avenue,, N.W. /Washington, DC 20036/phone "2102--338-4300
AAUW panel diicussion by six women on the status ofwomen.

.

Title: A Woman's Place
A weekly program series on WTTW Ch.,11. Production started incebruary 1972, and broadcasting began, shortly thereaLter.Description: Focuses on the changing role of. women in today's world.The program "designed as an open fotup for the exploration anddiscussion of the fu11 spectrum of viewpoints concerning women'sissues.

Titlef 51%
30' minutes, 16mm, colot, 1971
Directed by Dick Feldm0', prockuced by Rob't Drucker & CO.Sabrce: Sheldon Sati Films/117 York Avenue/New York City, NY 10021.Description.: Three case studies of women employees in a' corporationspotlight 'stereotypes about and discrimination

against women. Provides(good
ro194codeliexamples,for women dealing with difficult situations.

*Title: Help Wanted rWor, a Need/Afply
61 slides with, script
Source: Jim "F,tron/Dallas

Regponal Oft /Civil'SePmce Commission/Dallas, TX
,Description: Designed to be shown to h school and college crissesand women's clubs, the film det'clAes and shows women in a varietyof jobs--flood ciOtrol engineerlattorneY, chemiNt, accountant;radio equipment installer and repairer, photographer, and others.

Title* Job In erview - Three Young Women
7 minutes, B 1968

Soutce: Business Educat n Firms/5113 .6th Avenue /B?ooklyn, NY 11204Description: Three young women are

make during
for a job. ThediscuSsio ceneers on mistaii.es they make during the interview forajob, and ow to correct them.

11.-4d: Never Underestimate the Power of a Woman20, minutes
.

Source: /Norta Briggs/Department of Apprenticeship Training/310 Prick Place/Department 'Of Labor, industry and Human Relations/ .4Madison, WI
Description: A film showing women performing well in so- 'called 41.1e* .occupations.

*Films dealing specifically with women idscience.

e.
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Film Bibliography,(Continued) E3

Title: ,Modern Women: The Uneasy Life
55 minutes, 1677.2. 19,)a

Source: University -cf Indiana
Description: Faces with candor- -the feelings of 'both women and men
regarding the traoitional role of women. The new freedom involves,
multiple choices which create anxieties. Participants include young
married women, college women, career wotnen.

Al
Title: What is A Woman?

/

30 minutes, 16mm,
(Source: University of California /,Extension Media Centel /Berkeley,CA 94720

Descriptio Keith Berwick and Margaret Mead discuss what is feminineand masculine, as prescribed by society and confused by changing.$='
patterns. Ohe of the series; Choice: for ;:cdeeR %oman

Title: What Is The Shape Of Tomorrow?

10
30 minutes, B/W
Source: Unjv4sity of California/Extension Media Center/Berkeley,
CA 94720

,

Description: JeanneNoble and Rabbi Alfredtottschalk discuss j
variation in personal standards, beliefs, and values; spieitual, Dualand interpersomaf sources of strength; and women's power in shaping the
world of tomorrow. One of the series Choice: Challenze fcr Z:odern ,

Woman.
I i,

.

Title: Wholtnts 'Freedom? k 1
1

. \30 minutes, 16mm, B/W
. . , .Source: University, of- California/Extension Media Center/Berkeley,

,CA 94720
,

y-

.

.1 4 w

Description: .Elisabeth Mann Borgese and Richard Lichtman discuss the
meaning and consequence of "freedom" . : . howbuch'self-determina::ich .'

). and in what areas of life? One of the series, Clioice:/ Chalirc'e. m?,1--- ,3,for Modern Woman. .

/

......, 1
.'Tide: Woman Is

27 miputes, color, 1969 5

/.Prod6cer and Source; Amer
New York City, NY 10016
Description: ixamines the.personal'philosOphy -f the woman intod y's(
world and ,shows her inome.of her many-roies,°as'an enigma, a ohilOL-
pher and a romantics.

,
,

M''' . i
aitle: . , . keep the_ oor open

. 19 minutes,' 16mm,:coar..,

Filmmaker: 'Charles E. COckelreas 00"
/Source: Motion ..icturec?rOducti,on Division-3153VSandia Labotatories/

Box 5800/11buqurque, NM ,87115 i

,I% IDescription: Film desired to encourage voung,womento r
keep the dooli__/ openY-on career options 'and to consider :}on- aditional careers, c3pe-

, ' cially math and science.' Discussions/ of life and work with numerous,professional women involved in non - traditional careers:

clon/10.E. 40-th 4,tree.Pe
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Film Bibliography '(Continued)

.

Title: New Careers for Women
f

'17 minutes, color
Source: American Educational Films/331 North _Maple Drive/
Beverly Hills, CA 9020
Description: Restructuring of the roles/between the sexes will be
illustrated in a discussion of the new family and the role which the
creative working woman will,have in the world of. the future.

Title: Wages of Work
30 minutes, 16=m, BI'

Souice:, University of California /Extension Media Center /Berkeley,CA 94720

Description: Nary Keyserlig_and a panel of employment experts
discuss whyt, now, when, an herd women work, and effects onlfamily,job, avi community. One of the series, CL.cioe: Challenze for
td.dern nor an.

E4

Title: What's The Matter With Alice?
30 Minute's, 16n_m, color, 197:
Source: .Newsfilms, .USA/21 West 46 . ueet/New York City, NY
Description.: Prepared for tie Civil Sevice Commission, filmA. communicates an understanding of "upward mobility."

Title: The X-Factor: Women-K.§ ec.ple
30 minutes each (on incn video-tape)
Source: Cormell "iniiersity/Director ETV Center/Van Rens*selaer Hall?
Ithaca,'NY 14850
Description: Two half-hour progra..ms on the status and image of wo ert,
developed fot a course at Cornell..

r

Title: Childcare: People's Liberation
20 minutes,
Source: San Francisco Newsreel/DepartmehtW/1232

Market:Street/.
Room 1011San Francisco, CA 94i02.
Desciiption: TI:is film revles how mothers and.chilerem in this
socilp tie each other down. It shows, thrcu ;h examples, how dommunicy-
run childoare'c'enzers are a step toward liberation.

Title: Who is .S>Jvia?
27 minutes, Bi;., -9-57, ''=.793

Source:. UniversktYof,Caliiiornia/Etension Media Centerqerkeley,
CA 9.4720

Description: Study pf'-tFle pears, fears and hopes of a 14 Year old
to.sgirl, "half child. half %;cman" and of her relationships wit:r ner

school and'friends.A-

:Title: Teach YOL7 Chi'_-dren "...ell
,,

N30 minutes, lomm,.,coior.
, ( 1

. ProduceT: Marta Asilley; Assoc. producer: Nina .Ianowskyl Assistant:'
Marty Coe s.'

. 1
,Soutce: Pemedia/2286 G.Teat Highwa/San Francisco, C. 94116

Description: ncumentary abotit theee women: a BIcA:k, a Chicane, and
a white woman in a comlarig-on 6::: how their parents educated them aAd
how.the consequences of this affects them today.

a
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Film Bibliography (Continued) E5

Title: /-Choice: Challenge-forern Women
series ('of 12 films acn min-tls, 16:::m, 1967
Source: Tniversity of\ Calif_r-aa/Extension Media Center/Berkeley;
CA 94720
Description: Twelve discussion programs designed to help women
artive at reasoned choi5es.as they makedecisions affecting themselves,
their families, and so:Sety.

Title: Anything lc', Want, To Be
miiiutes,116mm, Bik

Filmmaker: r Li:ane nrandon'\
Source:' New Day l'ilms/.267'West,25th Street/New York City, NY lopel.
Description: T'n confIictsancLabsurdities that beset a high school

-girl. She mi-ics female"stereotypes: the wordly sophisticate, the
wholesome hc-.e:aker, tr.e sexy "chick," the -wee: young-thing. The
film raises c_Lestions anthpr kes t ; rather than prescribing
answers.

TitlEvolving Toward Woman
.60 taiMlutes

. .,.;
4

Source: Contact Dei.dre Welsh, c/c The Feminist VoAce for more
information

.

Pxbducer: Deidre Walsh
.

.

Description: The struggle of wom'en.to redefine themselves the midst'
of the changeS that are happerring in our culture. It' pies s an
introduction'to.the issues; rather than narrowing in crrio pacific .

issue. It includes rap sessions, interviews, and scenes everyday 6

pccurrences.' .

Title: Growing Up Female; As Six Become One
60 minutes, 16=m, Br.;
Filmmakeri: Julia Reichert & Ja.mes
$ource; New .Day Films/167 West 25tH Street /New -York- -City, NY 10001;
or from San Francisco NewSFeel/Dep4tment W/1232 Market Street /Room
101/San Francisco, CA 94102.
Description.: A documentary on the socialization of women in America.
The film"traces this process Ch.rough the lives of six females; the
youngest 'is 4, the oldest is 35. .In,lietweeni the women are students
an4 workers, .white' and black. powerful film.

'

Title: Woman,.Wife Or What
29.Minutas, 16;i1m, B/W_ 4.

Producer and Source: KUON-TV Univ. Ed. TV Station/1600 R Street/
Linco4b, NE 68508

Description: Explain'S tnat in a modern worl , many modern women ha
feilims 6f-being sp.pe,d, their ible Boni ed. Describes the battle
for intellectual dcognition and neet fo creative achievement.

as

4
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Film Bibliography.(Continued)
t

E6,

*Title: To Be A Woman
13 minutes, 16mm, color
Source: Billy Budd Films/235 East 57th Street/New York City, Nt 10022
Description:' Designed as a tool to

were interviewed
start dis-

cussion. Girls and young women were intervipwed and 18 hours of
feminine voices speaking of themselves; their seitf-image,their- ..'

attitudes,-their.conviction, and themselves were collected. 'The
jest statementwere .put into 6 sections: girlhood, personhood,

,feminity,-a ti-steredtypes, sexuality and idealism. V
.

*Title: Women's Work: Engineering
26 minutes
Spurce: Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Center for Advanced
Engineering Study /Cambridge, Massachusetts
Qescription: Designed for- use by secondary schoo4Students in 'science,
math, social studies, and career education classes. The film is
intended to uovdde in-depth portraits of women students and profes-
sionals, giving their personal views about the opportunities, problem.S,
and rewards of an engineering career.

AP*Title: Women in Science
- -

Source: Queensb'orougn Community College/Bayside, New York 11364
Description: This is a multimedia package containing cassette inter-
views, slides and articles pluS references, showings the work and
l styles of six successful contemporary female' scientists. Designed
VPr Use by young women making edutatIonal andcareer, choices.

Title: A World for omen in Eqpineering_
.

s

4 , Filmmaker: Bell Telephone
. Source: BellTelePhond Companies/Available Fall 1976 : ,

DescriptiOn: A films designed-to encourage Young women'to consider,
erigineering as a career. Six women engineers, from Bell Labs talk .

-. about their experiences in engineering.

We understand that a number of-promotional films dealing with
women-in science are being produced privately.by.varibus companies,
intluding General Electric and Kodak; however, we have been unsuccess-
ful,in,,our attempts to locate these films; or their titles. -

*Title: . . .How Many Eves-
. 14 minutes

Filmmaker: Zelda Zeldin
Source:. Women's Media Workshop
De'cription: A film about-a' woman's long, but successful, struggle
to secure a promotion to the next job up the ladder, for which, she
is clearly the most quaff pie. The film illustrates th problems
She enoounters pith a mghager who thinks womell.mhould be kept in their
place,,her co-workerg'(both menpand women), and her husband. The
film is intended for corporations, educational, institutidns, and
counseling and management consulting organizations. the film was
produced id cooperation with the U.S. Civil Service COmmission.

04.
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